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INTRODUCTION
The needs of teenagers sometimes get lost among the issues of their struggling families,
schools, and neighborhoods. Indeed, their needs may be ignored as communities and
the nation as a whole address the huge task of developing a 21st century workforce.
More and more jobs require science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
knowledge and skills to keep the U.S. economy healthy and thriving in a competitive
world. Yet, ways to address all these issues may lie hidden, untapped, and undeveloped
within these very teenagers whose needs remain low priority. The highly skilled
workers, good citizens, and caring parents the nation needs sit in classrooms or stand
texting on street corners, convinced they have no future in STEM education and careers.
These young people are teenagers with multiple risk factors in their lives. Ignoring their
potential may be a risk for everyone. Programs offered for these teens during their outof-school time (OST) can play a key role in changing this situation. The Youth Exploring
Science (YES) Program at the Saint Louis Science Center (SLSC) is one such program.
As Siinya Williams, Senior Director for Community Outreach at the SLSC, states in a
video interview on the Circles of Support website, this is important work: “They are our
future!”
Foundations, government agencies, and communities have discovered the importance of
programs offered during OST for children and youth. Carefully designed programs can
provide this essential network of bridges and highways over obstacles to STEM
education and careers. Yet many resources, while providing excellent information on
specific approaches, do not provide a picture of a complete working model designed to
allow a wide range of practices to be translated into a coherent system specifically
adapted to local issues. Diane Miller, founder of the YES Program at the SLSC, calls this
process deliberate design. Deliberate design means that (1) each element and activity in
a program has an explicit rationale with specific
intended outcomes; and (2) each part of the
program system complements the whole.
Diane Miller, founder of
To provide a working model of such a system, the
the YES Program at the
Community STEM Outreach Project at the SLSC,
SLSC, calls this process
with funding from the Office of Naval Research
deliberate design.
(ONR), undertook the design of a multimedia tool
Deliberate design means
that engages educators into the deliberate design
that (1) each element and
process. This documentation of the YES Program is
activity in a program has
one element of the tool that provides this working
an explicit rationale with
model. The other elements include short videos,
specific intended
photographs, program documents, references, and
outcomes; and (2) each
design activities. These can be found on the
part of the program
www.yescirclesofsupport.com website.
system complements the
whole.
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As part of the evaluation and documentation processes, we interviewed YES Program
staff members who insisted that all teens could learn and succeed if they were provided
the support they needed to overcome obstacles in their lives. Based on this clear vision,
the YES Program, founded in 1998 by Diane Miller, provides circles of support to help
these young people overcome obstacles. Circles of Support is the title of the multimedia
tool of which this documentation is a part.
As a whole, this multimedia tool provides an example of a successful working model of a
youth program for underserved and at-risk youth. It includes resources and activities for
users to actively engage in the deliberate design process.
Assumptions underlying the use of this tool include the following:
 The tool should be useful for people who want to (1) create a program; or (2)
improve an existing program for youth ages 12 to 18 (teens) in OST settings with
risk factors in their lives that provide obstacles to accessing STEM education and
careers. This program audience is sometimes referred to as underserved youth.
The population includes substantial numbers of young people who are female
and lower income, attend schools with lower than average rates of graduation
and college attendance, and identify themselves as ethnic minorities.
 Particular implementations of OST STEM youth programs need to be adapted to
a specific community and specific intuitions.
 Some key elements of the YES Program model are essential for program integrity
and to produce impacts similar to those of the YES Program at the Saint Louis
Science Center.
AUDIENCES OF THE MULTIMEDIA TOOL
Primary audiences for the Circles of Support multimedia tool include leadership and
educational program staff members at informal science learning institutions (i.e.,
science museums, natural history museums, zoos, and gardens) and community
organizations.
Secondary audiences include (1) leaders and program officers at foundations and
government agencies who may be interested in funding or providing technical support
to institutions with STEM youth programs; and (2) researchers who want to investigate
program elements and impacts in their own work.
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LOGIC MODEL OF KEY ELEMENTS
Organized as a logic model, key elements of the
YES Program include strategies, tactics, behaviors,
and resources that research and evaluation findings
This logic model allows
indicate are closely connected with personal,
users to consider the needs
educational, and career STEM impacts for teens.
and contexts of their own
Users of the tool should keep in mind that this
communities and
working model is just that, an ideal—how this
organizations.
specific program works at its best. Like all
educational efforts, the YES Program constantly
changes over time, adapting to local issues and
events. In addition, this model is not intended for replication. Our approach focuses on
allowing users to consider the needs and context of their own communities and
organizations.
USING THE TOOL
We designed the tool so audiences can use the tool in a variety of ways:
 High-level conceptual planning of program rationale and structure for initial
implementation of a new STEM youth program
 High-level inventory and analysis of an existing STEM program to plan for
improvement
 Ideas and frameworks for staff professional development
 Access to guidance for selecting or creating appropriate curriculum for STEM
youth programs
 Access to research foundations for STEM youth programs and youth
development
The tool can be adapted for use by individuals and groups as part of deliberate design
efforts involving the creation of a new program, program improvement, or as part of
ongoing professional development for program partners or staff members. In working
meetings with the YES staff members, we asked them what areas they believed needed
to be shared with people at other sites to develop and implement a youth-based
program. They identified many of the categories that describe inputs of the program,
noting that without the materials, technology, levels of staff, and procedures, they could
not do their work.
The heart of the model is the Program section. In this section, each key element
description includes the following information:
 The Big Idea—an overview and definition of the element
 Description of Use—examples from the YES Program
 Deliberate Design—the rationale or reasons for the use of the element
 Results—impacts and outcomes of the element
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Where relevant, the description may also include:
 Program Documents—a list of sample documents used in the YES Program that
can be accessed on the website
 References—links and citations to resources and readings about the element
BACKGROUND
Founded in 1998, the YES Program has served more than 600 underserved teens
through work-based, OST programming focusing
on STEM topics and youth development. At its
inception, the YES Program was part of the
Founded in 1998, the YES
innovative YouthALIVE! Project initiated through
Program has served more
the Association of Science-Technology Centers
than 600 underserved teens
(ASTC) in the 1990s. Staff members developed and
through work-based, OST
tested research-based practices through grants
programming focusing on
from the Wallace Foundation, the National Science
STEM topics and youth
Foundation, and other funders, with goals that
development.
included providing equity and access to STEM
education and careers, and increasing services to a
more diverse range of community members. Diane
Miller, the founder and long-time leader of the program (1997--2013), is a nationally
recognized leader in informal STEM learning and youth development. The YES Program
is part of the Taylor Community Science Resource Center at the Saint Louis Science
Center, which received a 2005 Roy L. Schafer Leading Edge Award for providing
leadership in public outreach and for its commitment to increasing participation of
members from historically underserved and underrepresented communities.
Because YES was recognized as a successful program, the United States Navy’s Office of
Naval Research funded efforts to capture and describe the program to share the
successful aspects the model and promote expansion in successful practices in OST
STEM youth programs.
We based this YES Program documentation on evaluation interviews, focus groups,
surveys, document analysis, and observations conducted by Klein Consulting, the
external evaluator for the project. Christine Klein led the project, and Carey Tisdal, of
Tisdal Consulting, was contracted to assist with the evaluation and the focus on the
design of the multimedia tool. In addition, the authors had access to photographs and to
observations conducted by the YES staff.
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YES LOGIC MODEL
A logic model provides the organizing framework for Circles of Support, the multimedia
tool and this documentation that is part of the tool.
Readers and tool users may be familiar with logic
models through the work of the Kellogg Foundation
The purpose of a logic
(2004) and the Institute for Museum and Library
model is to provide
Services (IMLS)-funded online professional
stakeholders with a road
development offerings through Indiana University–
map describing the
Purdue University Indianapolis (2006). A logic
sequence of related events
model provides a good fit to our task for several
connecting the need for the
reasons. Logic models allow programs and products
planned program with the
to be shown visually as systems. In addition, they
program’s desired results.
allow us to discuss the relationship between
Mapping a proposed
program elements and impacts; knowing how a
program helps you
program affects the audience (impacts) is
visualize and understand
how human and financial
meaningless without understanding the treatment
investments can contribute
or intervention that influenced the impacts. We
to achieving your intended
hoped that logic models could provide a consistent
program goals and can
format for program comparison should efforts in the
lead to program
project be expanded. Finally, logic modeling
improvements. (W.K W.
provides a good foundation for obtaining funding
Kellogg Foundation, 2004,
from businesses, foundations, and government
p. 3)
agencies.
Different logic model frameworks use some slightly different language, but all provide a
way for people to see the logic (or the theory of how the program is supposed to work) to
accomplish specific outcomes. We adopted the terms used in Friedman’s Framework
for Evaluating Impacts of Informal Science Education (2008), which is widely used by
informal science educators. Figure 1 shows a hierarchy of anticipated outcomes that is
useful for developing and thinking about the different types of outcomes. In this
hierarchy, the term impact refers to outcomes related to the changes among members
of the target audience in knowledge, attitudes, and behavior. We chose to use this term
not only for consistency but also to make a clear distinction between audience impacts
and program goals. Program goals often describe activities and products the program
staff intends to accomplish. In contrast, impacts are the desired changes in the
knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors among audience members.
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Figure 1. Hierarchy of Anticipated Outcomes Adapted from Friedman (2008, p. 26)

Like any tool, logic models have their limitations. First, it is important to note that the
program does not cause the impacts—it influences them. The YES Program is a complex
system, embedded in other complex systems such as the community, school systems,
and the national economy and culture.
The YES Logic Model has the following elements:
 Inputs include the foundational assumptions, needs, and resources supporting
the program as well as the partnerships and professional development required
for the program to operate. Some logic model processes break these into different
groups: conceptually and visually. In this documentation, they are grouped to
indicate they are basic elements that are needed for the YES Program to operate
with teens.
 Audience includes the characteristics of the target audience of the program.
 Program describes the activities through which the audience outcomes
(impacts) are accomplished.
 Outputs include the number of people served and the number and types of
program offerings.
 Impacts describe the short- and long-term changes in knowledge, attitudes, and
behavior among members of the target audience.
 Evaluation describes the ongoing processes of asking and answering questions
about the value of the program and its component parts.
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Figure 2 presents the YES Program Logic Model. The standard elements of a Theory of
Change Logic Model run across the top of the model. Elements in this model are used to
structure this documentation and organize the Circles of Support website.

Figure 2: YES Program Theory of Change Logic Model
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INPUTS
Inputs, in the YES Logic Model, include Needs,
Program Foundations, Community Involvement,
Professional Development, and Program Resources.

Inputs include the
foundational assumptions,
needs, and resources
supporting the program as
well as the partnerships and
professional development
required for the program to
operate effectively.

Needs, as recognized and understood by the
program stakeholders, serve as an important input
into the program system. Stakeholders are groups of
people who can benefit from the program or who
have something at risk based on whether or not the
program exists and how it operates. For the YES
Program, important stakeholders include teens (the
program audience), teens’ parents, staff members in
the YES Program, SLSC administrators, the St. Louis business community, communityorganizations, local schools, and funders of grant-based projects that are part of the
program. Through evaluation interviews, we found that different stakeholding groups
had somewhat different understandings of the needs the YES Program serves but
generally can agree about the importance of most of the impacts.
Program Foundations describes the important concepts that underpin the YES
Program. These concepts reflect the basic assumptions program staff members assume
to be true and reflect their philosophy of education.
Community Involvement serves as a defining aspect of the YES Program. Through
community-based organizations and other partners, the YES Program joins with and
strengthens the network of support for teen participants.
Professional Development defines the processes through which staff members from
diverse backgrounds (e.g., formal education, informal education, social work, scientific
research, and engineering) build shared understandings, knowledge, and skills to offer
the program in consistently effective ways and make ongoing improvements.
Program Resources include the people, materials, and systems necessary for the
program to work. Program scope and design depend on certain levels of resources for
consistent and effective operation and ongoing improvement.
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NEEDS
Program design and function should meet clear
and important needs recognized by and relevant to
the community and institution of which it is part
A need is a gap between the
current situation and the
and the individuals it serves. A need is a gap
desired situation.
between the current situation and the desired
situation. This gap can also be considered a
problem the program solves. If funding from
foundations and government agencies is required,
the program must also meet needs at a national or international level. Different
stakeholding groups may value some needs more highly than others. Empirical evidence
obtained through existing or site-specific research and evaluation clarifies and verifies
needs.
In documenting the YES Program, we found three different versions of need held by
different program stakeholders. Business leaders and government agencies cited a lack
of individuals prepared for STEM careers as well as workers needed to support a healthy
economy and secure armed forces. Leaders of the Saint Louis Science Center, along with
national organizations representing other museums and science centers, reported the
historic underrepresentation of low-income citizens and people of color among
attendees at science museums and museums in general. They saw youth programs as a
way to build bridges and provide fair and relevant services to all segments of the
community. Finally, among YES Program staff members, Community Partners, and
leaders at some national organizations, the needs were stated as a lack of equity in
access to STEM education and careers. Succinctly, these versions of need can be labeled
as workforce development, fair service, and access and equity. The design of the YES
Program at the Saint Louis Science Center addresses each of these needs.
The following snapshots provide a summary of how these needs were stated:
Workforce Development: The United States as a country and St. Louis as a
city need more people in the STEM workforce for a healthy economy. Some
groups (e.g., females, people of color, and youth from lower-income families) are
underrepresented in the STEM workforce; by plugging the leaky pipeline to
STEM careers for these groups, the labor force will be stronger and the economy
healthier. Science museums can work together with businesses and community
groups to plug this leaky pipeline.
Fair Service: Institutions, especially those such as the Saint Louis Science
Center that are supported by taxpayers, have the responsibility to meet the
needs of the entire community through their missions. There is a gap between
the demographics of through-the-door visitors and those of the St. Louis
community, indicating lower service to lower-income and non-white citizens.
Science museums meet the need of higher-income, white citizens through leisure
time visit experiences (galleries, events, and theaters). To meet the needs of
Klein Consulting—Version 1.0—October 15, 2013
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ethnic groups without this cultural tradition, outreach efforts are needed to build
relationships and provide fair levels of service throughout the entire community.
Access and Equity: Many promising young people from low-income families,
people of color, and girls don’t have access to STEM education and careers due
to inequitable life experiences and social obstacles. Most formal education
structures assume equal life experiences—an assumption that reinforces social
obstacles. By providing experiences to remove these obstacles, science museums
and community organizations are well placed to fill this gap. Examples of the
results of these barriers include the following:




Young people in these underserved groups may be tracked into lower level
courses in the schools they attend. Thus, they may not take the appropriate
science and math courses to enter as college STEM majors.
Young people may not see themselves as someone in a STEM career due to
the lack of role models among family, friends, and acquaintances.
Some young people do not have the foundational experiences that support
STEM learning. A good example of this is the water play in which middleclass children engage at home or at preschool. Without the opportunity to
“make waves,” young people may lack the underlying experience for wave
forms in physics and earth science.

Response to the Workforce Development need is reflected in several of the YES Program
Learning Strategies described later in this document. These include the Work-based
Program and the Career and College Readiness—Developing 21st Century Skills
Learning Strategies. In addition, STEM Components build in-depth STEM knowledge
and skills. Response to the Fair Service need is reflected in the high level of community
involvement in the YES Program. Finally, the Access and Equity perception of need
underpins the instructional design of the program.
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PROGRAM FOUNDATIONS
Based on evaluation interviews and document
analysis, evaluators identified five foundational
elements:
 Research-based Practice
 Deliberate Design
 Relationships
 Learning in Context
 Prolonged Engagement

Foundational concepts
underlie the decision making, design, and
practice throughout the YES
Program.

These foundational concepts underlie the decision
making, design, and practice throughout the YES Program.

RESEARCH-BASED PRACTICE

When possible, YES Program design is based on solid research from a variety of fields
including youth development, work-place skills development, education, learning
sciences, STEM education, and informal learning environments. Most of the Learning
Strategies in the YES Program are based on research. Prime examples of this approach
are the research-based practices reviewed in Taking Science to School (NRC, 2007) and
Learning Science in Informal Environments (NRC, 2009).
Research-based practice provides logical frameworks (theories) and evidence to make
decisions about what works and what does not in specific situations. In addition, staying
up-to-date on research findings provides a constant source for program improvement
and innovation.
DELIBERATE DESIGN

Each element and practice in the YES Program has a specific rationale and purpose in
the overall system. Each element of the program has specific intents and is used
knowingly with a specific outcome in mind. Deliberate design shares some similarities
to formal instructional design models, but managers and staff use this idea more
broadly to mean intentional decision making informed by theory and evidence.
Each semester, managers and educators make decisions about the specific focus of
STEM Components, but the framework for making the decisions is based on a
consistent rationale. The range of STEM Components includes concepts that can
roughly be categorized as life science, physical science, chemistry, and engineering to
allow teens with interests and enthusiasm for specific areas to pursue their interest over
a four-year timeframe. In addition, each component must be focused around an
important community need so STEM concept learning occurs in context. For example,
for teens that live in food deserts, the Agriscience Component focuses on access to
healthy food.
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Each semester, educators use a Curriculum Planning Template that documents a
component description in terms of goals, objectives, and a schedule of activities as well
as making explicit connections to the two overarching Learning Strategies, the 7
Developmental Needs of Youth (YMCA of the USA, 1998), and the 21st Century Skills
(Stuart & Dahm, 1999).
As in any youth program, sometimes teens behave inappropriately. Many YES Teens
come from schools with zero-tolerance policies related to inappropriate behavior where
the behavior is identified and the teen is punished. In the YES Program, when teens
behave inappropriately (losing their temper, not wearing their work uniform,
consistently showing up late), managers and staff members make decisions influenced
by two Learning Strategies. The 7 Developmental Needs of Youth contributes the idea
that adolescents learn and develop more successfully with clear limits. This means that
the inappropriate behavior needs to be addressed. Another strategy, providing a
Welcoming and Safe Environment for Identity Development, contributes the idea that
the YES Program should allow students to leave behind ideas about themselves as
someone who is not good at science or someone who is a behavior problem. Staff
members guide teens to move past labeling the behavior as inappropriate and to move
on to identifying the feelings and situations underlying the behavior. Then, staff
members help teens can find methods to rectify the problem situation. For many teens
in the YES Program, this application of Deliberate Design provides the scaffolding to
help them become adult problem-solvers who see themselves as capable and resilient.
Using Deliberate Design as a process to shape decisions creates a context where staff
members are expected to base their decisions on clear rationale and shared
assumptions. These assumptions are tested in how efficiently the program works.
During the evaluation of the Community STEM Outreach Program, managers and
educators both expressed dissatisfaction with how behavior problems were handled.
After considerable discussion, an explicit framework was developed, one that
represented both the teens’ need for clear limits and need for a safe environment to
develop new and more positive identities.
LEARNING IN CONTEXT

Learning in the YES Program is situated within meaningful work, a project, or inquirybased problem solving. This approach to learning contrasts to some formal education
environments where concepts are presented in isolation from how they are applied.
In the YES Program, examples of meaningful work include teaching younger children
from a community-based organization or homeless shelter, growing carrots for a local
food pantry, and writing a résumé to apply for a YES Summer Internship. Projects teens
undertake in the YES Program vary considerably in length. Brief, one-session activities
include designing rockets, making healthy snacks from a recipe, and determining the
temperature at which specific biofuels burn. Some project-based learning spans entire
semesters, including building robots for competition, designing and building an
aquaponic system to grow food, or designing and prototyping exhibits for Science
Center visitors. Inquiry-based problem solving begins with simple inquiry activities such
as exploring the change in temperature when salt is added to ice in the process of
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making ice cream and extends to longer-term inquiry projects such as developing
hypotheses about the effect of light levels on plant growth and testing the hypothesis
through systematic experiments.
Learning in context makes learning essential to performing that work, completing a
product, or solving a problem; that is, the context makes the learning immediately
relevant. In addition, some teens enter the YES Program without the experience with
materials and phenomena that is assumed by writers of textbooks and required to deal
with concepts abstractly. The YES Program provides these types of experience.
RELATIONSHIPS

Interpersonal and group relationships support the communication, commitment, and
flexibility that allow the YES Program to function as a coherent system. Relationships
work at several levels of the program.
Key relationships within the program include those between staff members and teens,
and relationships among groups of teens working together. Educators serve as mentors
and role models, building relationships with the teens as they demonstrate appropriate
workplace behavior, describe their college experiences, comment on journal entries and
blogs, and set the tone for STEM learning. Teens build relationships with one another,
telling evaluators that they make new friends in YES with some people so different from
themselves they would not have previously considered as friends.
As one summer intern, a college student, said:
The most valuable aspects that I see of the YES Program is being able to build a
relationship with the teens, having one-on-one relationships with them, because
then it’s not so hard to get them interested, and you get to know them so you get
to present more things that they find interesting. (August 2012 YES Summer
Intern Focus Group)
Relationships among Community Partners and the SLSC and YES Program staff
members provide another key element. Community Partners recruit teens for the
program and bring younger children to summer programs led by the YES Teens. A
youth program such as YES cannot do everything. Some Community Partners offer
social and psychological services needed by some teens; others offer locations for
internships; and still others provide volunteers for Learning Labs and for presentations
at events.
PROLONGED ENGAGEMENT

Ongoing, year-round engagement in the YES Program allows for in-depth learning well
beyond that accomplished in a typical workshop or summer camp experience. Prolonged
engagement also supports the development of sustained, supportive relationships
between teens and program staff and among the teens themselves that allows the
program to respond to individual needs, personalities, and goals.
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Several strategies support prolonged engagement:
 Saturday sessions offered during the school year keep teens involved in the
program year-round.
 Educators call and text teens if they do not attend for several sessions to find out
how they are and if there are any solvable problems.
 Teens may drop out a semester or two to participate in sports or attend to family
issues and then be welcomed back to enroll in subsequent semesters.
REFERENCES
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
THE BIG IDEA

Some youth programs partner primarily with schools, but in the YES Program, the
primary partners are community-based organizations. The YES Program also partners
with schools, parents, scientists, and science-based businesses.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

As of 2013, the YES Program had developed about 65 partnerships. About 35 of these
were Community Partners, and 30 were Resource Partners. Community Partners were
primarily community-based organizations that serve teens and their families, typically
urban, low-income populations. A few were schools that serve specific populations; for
example, the International Studies Program of St. Louis Public Schools that serves
immigrants to the city—St. Louis has the largest Bosnian population outside of Bosnia
and increasing numbers of Spanish speakers and Asian immigrants. Resource Partners
were those who work directly with teens—coaching the First Robotics team, presenting
their research in the neuroscience components, or providing STEM and business
guidance such as HOSCO Farms, which focuses on local food production.
Monthly Community Partner meetings offer an opportunity for Community and
Resource Partners from various organizations to engage in professional development
activities led by YES educators and to network with one another over lunch. This
monthly meeting supports the partners, which in turn supports their ability to
understand and support the YES Program and the YES Teens.
Community Partners recruit teens for the YES Program. Because demand for admission
to the program is high, YES staff members send Community Partners specific numbers
of applications. Each application is numbered to ensure that applications aren’t
duplicated. For example, the staff sends five applications to the Sea Cadet Program at
the Cleveland Naval Junior Academy. Boys and Girls Club of America gets three
applications. Annie Malone Children’s and Family Service Center gets three
applications.
Partnerships are a two-way street. Summertime Science, a YES Component, supports
Community Partners by offering science and math experiences to children in programs
offered by partners. Children from these organizations come to the Science Center
during the summer to participate in programs led by YES Teens. On their end,
Community Partners provide a network of social services that may be needed by YES
Teens and offer sites for Internships.
People from some resource partners work directly with teens. Engineers coach teens in
the robotics components. A counselor from St. Louis Community College at Florissant
Valley did a résumé writing workshop as part of college prep. Some partners make a
major commitments, for example, the CEO from HOSCO Farms personally led a 2013
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summer Internship Component for 16 YES Teens and provided materials and expertise
supporting the Agriscience STEM Component.
Events provide valuable connections for partners and YES Teens. Partners all come
together in events such as the Minority Scientist Showcase. Flyers and letters publicizing
this event go out to inform school principals and counselors, and all Community
Partners. Minority scientists from all over the St. Louis area present demonstrations and
talk with parents and young people. At the 23rd annual Minority Scientist Showcase in
2013, more than 15,000 people attended! Events like this make the Saint Louis Science
Center a valuable resource for families and youth in the community and send the
message that STEM education and STEM careers are possible and open to everyone.
At networking events, volunteers join YES Teens and staff members at tables for small
group discussions about careers in business, the arts, and STEM occupations. YES
Teens practice communications skills and learn about careers and jobs in their own
community.
DELIBERATE DESIGN

The Deliberate Design for community involvement includes the following rationale:
 Focusing on two-way partnerships with community-based organizations makes
the SLSC a key network player in community improvement efforts in the St. Louis
area and works toward a goal of fair service to all members of the community.
 Recruitment through Community Partners, rather than nominations from
teachers and school counselors as in some other OST programs, allows teens to
enter the YES Program and develop new identities.
 Community Partners know teens and know the YES Program; they are best
equipped to make judgments about who will benefit. This prevents the program
from becoming focused only on teens already doing well in school.
 Youth programs cannot provide all the types of services needed by teens from
low-income, urban neighborhoods. Community-based organizations provide
other support services and resources teens and the program need.
RESULTS

In a focus group with Community Partners in May 2012, partners described their
involvement with and appreciation for the YES Program. Networking among partners
has benefits beyond the boundaries of the program, benefits that reach teens and youth
in many ways. In the first quote, an example of the rich networking among the
community, one partner describes how another partner connected him with the YES
Program.
Our organization assists children who have a parent [who’s] incarcerated. And
the children are inner city underprivileged children from the ages of 5 to 17. So
sometimes they don’t get exposed to things like that [STEM] as often as other
children who go, you know, to other schools and things like that would get. So
I’m just saying that what you said about the networking and sharing resources,
stuff like that [partner] over here, who was actually on our board, she
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introduced me to Siinya who was part of the YES Program. That’s how our
organization came to the teaching of the YES Program.… Then we started
working with the Science Center, coming out, seeing what they were doing, and
programs that they were doing and stuff like that.
In addition, Monthly Community Partner meetings extend STEM learning experiences
and teaching expertise beyond YES Program boundaries.
One of my colleagues, this was her thing that she was doing once a month
coming to the community thing [Community Partners monthly meeting]. So my
boss asked me if I could come so I’d have experience, since I am in charge of the
science component for our summer program. So I figured that I might be
coming to the different sessions each month, and I could learn about different
types of science topics and components.
Another Community Partner described the many ways some her organization had
interacted with the Saint Louis Science Center to strengthen the sense of community
and support the program.
We’ve had YES Teens come and work with our kids during the summer. We also
come to the Summertime Science. We have kids we’ve submitted for YES. So
actually that’s very good for our kids, because they see the older kids that can
get a job at the Science Center and sometimes we come over and they go, oh,
that’s where such-and-such works, we’re going there today? So they really like
that. Last week or maybe two weeks ago, we had a career fair in this building.
That’s one of the perks of being a Community Partner that you can use the
building. So we had a career fair, and we served the community. We’ve also had
our kids come for special events here. One time they had a music, PULSE, where
they did a lot of dancing and taught the kids about music. It was one Saturday,
so we had the Saturday field trip.

PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES Application
YES Community Partnership Agreement
YES Community Partner Activity--Bingo and Wildlife Rescue
YES Activity Community Partner Activity--Microwaveable Plastic
YES Activity Community Partner Meeting—Toothbrush Tackle & Brainstorming
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
THE BIG IDEA

Operation of the YES Program, as well as program design and ongoing improvement,
depends on managers and educators who have the understanding, skill sets, and
attitudes to work effectively as a team to build relationships with teens and partners,
plan curriculum based on specific learning strategies, and comfortably handle both
youth development and STEM learning responsibilities.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

As part of the evaluation supporting the documentation, we identified several different
types of Professional Development (PD) offered for YES staff members. Some PD was
led by staff members themselves to develop their skills in inquiry-based learning and
facilitate design-based projects. Other PD was led by outside experts.
Program and staff participation in grant-based and nationally recognized PD efforts
provided opportunities for some PD sessions. For example, the SLSC’s ongoing
collaboration with the Educational Development Center’s National Partnership for
Afterschool Science (NPASS) led to PD opportunities focusing on inquiry and design
activities developed in these grant-based projects. In addition, some YES staff members
participated in national programs such as those offered by the Institute for Inquiry at
the Exploratorium . After such opportunities, staff returned to organize and lead
training sessions for other YES staff members. A grant project based on the Teach to
Learn—Learn to Teach strategy led to PD in Reflective Practice, a strategy needed to
implement the grant-funded program developed collaboratively by five different
institutions.
YES Program leadership also networked with nationally recognized experts in equity
and diversity, such as Eric Jolly, President and CEO of the Science Museum of
Minnesota. Dr. Jolly led sessions with both staff members and teens, sharing his
strategies and expertise.
Evaluators also found PD offered through supportive relationships among and between
staff members. Some staff members enter the program with backgrounds in social work
and youth development. As one YES staff member, fresh from working at a neuroscience
laboratory and bringing her own considerable knowledge and expertise to the program,
commented about a colleague, “She was my youth development mentor. I have learned
so much from her about how to do this work.”
Staff members entering the program with STEM backgrounds supported the informal
PD for their colleagues. An educator with a degree in nuclear engineering collaborated
with other educators in Agriscience and Exhibit Lab STEM Components by identifying
STEM concepts and sharing his expertise. Finally, most new staff member orientation
took place by having more experienced staff share information and examples, and
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answer questions. While this process is valuable, some formal elements of the program
were challenging for new staff members to incorporate quickly into the repertoire.
DELIBERATE DESIGN

PD for YES Program staff members underpins the implementation of the program as
designed to accomplish the intended impact. Without consistent comprehensive PD the
implementation of the program gets off track, with some learning strategies
misunderstood and misapplied.
RESULTS

When new staff members, who were hired in January 2011 through ONR funding,
participated in PD, they were oriented to many of the learning strategies. As they
worked with existing YES educators, these new staff members further developed their
understanding. When educators participated in workshops led by a Senior Educator
trained through NPASS, they further developed their ability to lead inquiry-based
activities with teens in their components. When educators participated in workshops led
by experts like Dr. Jolly, they increased their understanding of the needs of the teens.
At the same time, as indicated by findings from the Community STEM Outreach
project’s evaluation, when no strategy to orient summer part-time staff to the program
existed, it led to inconsistent use of strategies, such as Reflective Practice and Teach to
Learn - Learn to Teach. When workshops for educators did not include opportunities to
immediately apply the strategies covered in the workshop and did not receive follow-up
support, they found the workshops less than helpful.
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES Klein Reflective Practice PD
YES Orientation Schedule Summer 2012
Youth Exploring Science Summer Intern Manual 2012
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RESOURCES
Out-of-school time (OST) youth programs require adequate, ongoing resources to
accomplish their goals. Specific types of resources are required to operate a program for
a specific target audience with specific learning strategies and intended impacts. As part
of the evaluation that supported the development of the documentation of the YES
Program, we identified six types of resources required by the YES Program.
 Materials
 Technology
 Space
 Staff
 Budget
 Ongoing Funding

MATERIALS

As part of curriculum planning for learning labs, educators analyze and submit detailed
lists of materials that will be required that semester. These items are listed on Purchase
Orders, included as part of the Curriculum Planning Template so the required materials
are provided to the educators by the point in the semester when they will be used.
The YES Program requires general resources for office and Learning Lab use. These
include such things as journals, flip charts, markers, poster board, Post-its, and pens.
In addition, STEM Components require specialized resources. For example:
 Engineering and Design Science Components require materials such as robotics
kits, building materials, and safety goggles.
 Energy and Biofuels uses fuel sources that must be purchased, as well as empty,
used aluminum cans that need to be collected and stored.
 Agriscience materials include soil, seeds, plants, and grow lights, as well as water
pumps and tubing for the construction of aquaponic systems. Recycled plastic
bottles are also required for aeroponic systems. For cooking classes, food items
are needed.
 Mystery of Matter requires chemicals, glassware, and safety equipment.
 Components such as Neuroscience and Agriscience sometimes involve teens
caring for and studying animals.
The purchasing, storing, and managing of many materials are assigned to two support
staff members. After processing purchase orders, they place online orders where
possible but also travel to hardware stores and retail stores to purchase and transport
items such as lumber, food, and small equipment. These staff members managed a
clearly labeled storage area, keeping track of inventory until it is needed, providing
items to educators in plastic boxes with purchase orders in time for use, and, where
possible, storing materials from one semester to another and facilitating reuse .
Obtaining and housing live animals has generally been the responsibility of educators
with the expertise to manage animals responsibly and ethically.
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TECHNOLOGY

With technology playing a large role in the development of 21st Century Skills, YES
Program managers and educators give careful consideration to the types and range
of technology-focused experiences needed by teens.
Unlike some of their schoolmates from higher-income families, YES Teens may not
have the ongoing, sustained access to laptop and netbook computers they need to
develop skills for college and the workplace. Identical sets of laptops and netbooks
are centrally managed in the program and assigned for use to STEM Components
and College Prep to maximize access and use of computers in learning. Locked
cabinets are available in each classroom to store computers, along with power cords
and extra batteries that may be required. Teens use computers for research in
inquiry-based and project-based learning, to blog on the YES website, to employ
specialized software (e.g. Kahn Academy), to manage projects, and to develop
presentations. Teens use general office software packages as well as more specialized
software needed in engineering and chemistry components.
In addition, STEM Components such as SciJourn, a grant-based component offered
in collaboration with the University of Missouri - St. Louis, introduced teens across
the program to specialized software for digital storytelling as well as video cameras
and recorders. Once items such as these were purchased, they were added to the
inventory and managed by a program manager. Items were checked in and out to
minimize their need for maintenance and leverage their use across areas.
Finally, some components require specialized laboratory equipment such as
thermometers, heating devices, wave form monitors, power tools, and solar panels.
These items are also inventoried and reused, when possible.

SPACE

Both location and design of learning space plays an important role in the YES
Program. The YES Program began in 1998 with learning and lab warehouse space a
block from the main campus of the SLSC. Later, the lease and renovation of the
Taylor Community Science Resource Center provided a more flexible and betterdesigned learning environment with more space, variable sized classrooms, and a
wet lab. In addition, the Taylor Center offers office space for staff members and
storage space for materials and technology.
Many teens use public transportation to get to the SLSC, and the Taylor Center is
just across the street from a bus stop and three blocks from a MetroLink station
(St. Louis’s light-rail system). Since teens are paid as employees, they cover their
own transportation costs as part of their experiences in managing their money. This
means bus passes are needed only for teens in the New Teens Lab.
Entering the Taylor Center, teens find a large, sunny open space where they can meet
with friends, eat their lunch, and play a game of chess. A small kitchen with a
refrigerator and well-stocked cabinets provides breakfast cereals and healthful
snacks. The Taylor Center includes two large-sized meeting rooms (Jolly North and
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Jolly South), which can be used for large group sessions such as Town Hall Meetings
and New Teens Labs. Smaller spaces house Learning Labs. A wet lab provides
specialized space and equipment for some experiences. The building includes
private, keyed space for staff member offices, copiers, and private meeting rooms.
Storage areas allow management of materials and technology. The Taylor Center has
two open-access WiFi feeds, allowing teens to use web-based resources throughout
the building.

STAFF

Well-qualified and committed staff members make for a successful program. During the
Community STEM Outreach Project, evaluators documented the impact of staff
reduction and turnover. Yet, through changes in leadership and loss of colleagues, the
YES staff worked to keep the program operating and adopted sustainable practices. The
number of YES Teens served was reduced as a result of staffing cuts. At the end of the
funding period in September 2013, the program had two managers, one support staff
member, and nine educators. During the 2013 summer, three additional educators and
10 YES Junior Interns (YES Teens) were employed to manage the extended program
hours.
YES managers and educators were recruited to the program from a variety of fields,
reflecting the research-based foundations of the program design and practices. Some
educators have degrees in social work and experience in youth development. Others
come into the program from STEM research labs with engineering degrees; still others
bring degrees and experience from other formal and informal education settings.
Other SLSC departments provide the staff for services to support the program. The
Human Resources Department works closely with the YES Program. They help with
hiring processes and in payment of teens, meeting directly with teens to orient them to
workplace policies and advising them on setting up bank accounts for direct deposit of
their wages. Building Services provides a security guard at a desk at all times the Taylor
Center is open. As required by programs involving young people, visitors are signed in
and out, and the guard is on hand to assist in any emergencies. This department also
provides maintenance and janitorial services. Information Systems purchases office
computers through its budget, provides advice, and maintains the building’s WiFi
system. In addition, the Exhibitions Department has collaborated with the YES
educators in developing and offering a STEM Component.
BUDGET

The YES Program budget is part of the Community Science Outreach Department,
which also includes other services such as specialized school programs and teacher
training connected to the special expertise of the department staff. In general, the YES
Program expenses include funds for (1) Salaries and Wages; (2) Materials and Supplies;
and (3) Equipment.
Salaries and Wages make up the largest direct expense category for the YES Program.
This category includes salaries for managers, educators, and support staff members as
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well as wages for part-time educators. In addition, as part of the Work-based Program
Learning strategy, teens are paid, starting at minimum wage and, in a few instances, at a
slightly higher level during internships.
Some program expenses are part of the budgets of other SLSC departments. These
expenses include Building Services (security, maintenance, janitorial); Information
Systems services and capital expenditures; and Human Resources support for hiring
and managing payment of staff as well as insurance and other indirect costs.
ONGOING FUNDING

Funding sources for the YES Program have varied over the life of the program. Through
the Saint Louis Zoo-Museum District (ZMD), the SLSC receives some property tax
support from residents of St. Louis City and St. Louis County. Yet this support provides
only about 50% of the funds necessary to carry operate the Science Center. Additional
earned revenue through membership, special exhibitions, theater, food service, and
parking are required. While the YES Program staff has offered specialized teacher PD
and family workshops to earn revenue, these efforts are difficult to maintain, given the
overlap with other SLSC department missions and variable funding availability among
partners scheduling the programs. Some state monies are available to the SLSC, with
some set aside provide ongoing support for the YES Program.
Additional support has been obtained through grant-based funding. This funding has
brought with it new ideas and expertise as well as national partners. Yet it has the risk of
new innovations and ideas not being sustainable after funding ends.
Levels of available resources provide boundaries for the program—that is, the number of
teens the program can serve and provides a context for the consideration of learning
strategies and STEM topics. Trying to serve too many teens with too few resources
weakens the program. Yet serving too few teens may make the program unattractive to
prospective funders or institutional leaders.
RESOURCES AND PROGRAM SIZE

From 1998 to 2012, the YES Program continued to grow, serving a larger and larger
number of teens, hiring more staff, and spending more in direct expenses. Given the
national and international economy, the YES Program is currently involved in
developing as a program that serves a sustainable number of teens with consistent and
sustainable expenses and budget.
The YES staff, along with the SLSC Development Department, continues to develop
grant-based funding ideas and projects, yet these funds are not as widely available as in
previous years. Some funding sources were affected by the merger of education
functions across government agencies into the U.S. Department of Education. Yet, OST
programming remains a promising practice, and the YES Program with a reputation of
collaboration and innovation—will continue to work in these areas, not just for funding
but as an active partner in developing the best practices and participating in the
research that enriches this field.
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In addition, the YES Program continues to explore other funding opportunities. For
example, some Community Partners may be well-suited to assume interns’ wages for the
teens working in their businesses, laboratories, and organizations. Private donors may
be solicited to provide YES Program scholarships. The positive responses to the teen
performance make this funding source more likely.
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES Functional Organization Chart-2013
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TARGET AUDIENCE
Low-income and underserved St. Louis area teens between ages 14 and 18 comprise the
target audience of the YES Program. The program serves substantial numbers of girls
and members of minority ethnic groups. In addition to the characteristics shared by all
adolescents, these teens may have personal and social issues in their lives that provide
obstacles to STEM education and careers. Demographic (age, grade level, gender,
residence) and psychographic descriptions (courses taken, career plans, attitudes as
they enter the program) provide information about which learning strategies and
program structures staff members should use to support learning and development.
In addition to the general characteristics of this target audience presented in the
Learning Strategies section as the 7 Developmental Needs of Youth, ongoing program
records and evaluation provide additional information about the characteristics of YES
Teens. Using the categories recommended by Lynn Dierking (p. 28) in Framework for
Evaluating Impacts of Informal Science Education Projects, evaluators of the
Community STEM Outreach project described the audience of the YES Program in
terms of both demographic and psychographic characteristics, providing a picture of the
target audience for the program staff members and for other stakeholding groups such
as funders, Community Partners, parents, and teens.
The data described in this section of the documentation are adapted from the
Community STEM Outreach Summative Evaluation Report (Klein & Tisdal, 2013). The
graphs and tables were based on the 438 teens participating in the YES Program from
October 2010 through August 2013. In collecting and reporting information, it is
important to clearly define precisely the group included in the data presented. We
needed to define what we mean by a participating teen. Working with YES staff
members, we defined a participating teen as a teen who attended at least two days in
any of the eight semesters since the beginning of the Community STEM Outreach
project (Spring, Summer, and Fall 2011 and 2012, plus Spring and Summer 2013).
Throughout this section, unless stated otherwise, we used 438 as the number of teens
(i.e., N = 438) in all tables and graphs.
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DEMOGRAPHICS OF TEENS IN THE YES PROGRAM
Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 3 and 4 show demographic data for teens who participated in
the YES Program between 2011 and 2013. While there was a balance between males and
females in the program, ethnicity remained predominately African American.
Table 1. Gender of Teens
Gender
Female
Male
Total

Total
234
204
438

Figure 3. Gender of Participating YES Teens

Table 2. Ethnicity of Teens
Ethnicity
Black or African
American
White
Asian
Hispanic
Multiple Races
Declined to
Provide Data
Total

Total
382
10
8
4
1
33
438

Figure 4. Ethnicity of YES Teens

Teens self-reported ethnicity data using a wide variety of self-determined categories. To
keep the data in Figure 4 simple and easy to read, evaluators grouped teen self-report
data into the U.S. Census categories. Because data spanned three years, grade level data
are indicated by high school graduating class. Youth can join YES as early as age 14,
which means YES Teens can be in grades 6–12. Figure 5 shows the number of teens
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participating by grade level over the past three years. Numbers do not track over time
since incoming New Teens may be in any grade level. The patterns in Figure 5 also show
teens that may have had another job, a family issue, or involvement in school or
community activities that prevented participation in a YES Learning Lab during one
year, even though they returned to the program to participate in the next.
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Figure 5. Grade Levels of YES Teens in 2010–2011 (N = 300), 2011–2012 (N = 290), and 2012–
2013 (N=256)
Table 3. Grade Levels of YES Teens by Year of Project

Middle School
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Total (N)

2010–2011
62
73
50
59
56
300
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36
79
79
45
51
290

2012–2013
31
46
68
72
39
256
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YES Teens attended a wide variety of schools—public, private, homeschool, and others,
in Missouri and Illinois. Since some of the teens change schools frequently, data in
Figure 6 were based on the last reported high school or middle school attended.
Systematic collection of this information shows that many YES Teens move frequently
and attend several different high schools. Of the 438 participants, only 415 provided
information about the school they attended on their program application or on
questionnaires.

Figure 6. Number of Participating YES Teens by School Type

While YES Teens attended a wide variety of schools, the program drews substantially
from several public school districts in the St. Louis area. Table 4 shows the six school
districts from which over 50.0% of YES participants are drawn. These percentages are
based on the total number of participants. All these high schools have graduation rates
below the Missouri state average.
Table 4. Six School Districts Totaling over 50.0% of Participating Teens (N = 438)
School District
Percent
St. Louis City
31.1%
Hazelwood
7.5%
Ferguson-Florissant R-II
4.8%
Normandy
3.9%
Parkway C-2
3.7%
Ritenour
3.0%
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PSYCHOGRAPHICS YES TEENS
Psychographic data provide a picture of the importance of paid work as a motivation for
teens joining and staying in the program. As 109 New Teens entered the program in
spring 2011, they were asked why they joined the YES Program. Ninety-five responded
to the survey. The survey asked New Teens: What is your main reason for wanting to
join the YES Program? Many teens selected more than one response. Figure 7
summarizes their responses.

Figure 7. New Teens’ Reasons for Joining YES

In the spring of 2013, returning YES Teens were asked why they kept coming back to the
YES Program (N = 122). Again, they were asked to check one of the following options,
but many selected several. Figure 8 summarizes their responses.

Figure 8. YES Teens’ Reasons for Returning to YES
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JOURNALING AND RELATIONSHIPS
Research-based characteristics, demographics, and psychographics provide an
important overview of teens served as a whole. Yet many teens have specific
characteristics and needs that the program must address for the teen to be succcessful.
The description of the Journaling Learning Strategy included in this document shows
how educators learn, in a non-intrusive, voluntary way, what is going on in teens’ lives
that indicate individual needs and program adaptations. Casual conversations and the
development of communications between teens and staff members and between the YES
Program and Community Partners also provide another source of important
information about the audience for which the program is designed.
DELIBERATE DESIGN
The deliberate design of the YES Program is largely based on a rationale focusing on
target audience needs and characteristics. For example:
 The 7 Development Needs of Youth is used to provide appropriately shaped
learning experiences learning experiences throughout the program.
 The work-based program is based on ongoing information about the effect of this
program element in helping to recruit and retain YES Teens.
 Information about the high schools YES Teens attend provides evidence about
the graduation rates of their friends and schoolmates and supports the need for
College Prep Learning Labs.
RESULTS
The following quotes come from Community Partners describing the results of reaching
out to the YES target audience. The first comes from a parent who volunteers with the
YES Teens and works for one of the Community Partners. She describes the importance
of reaching the YES Program’s target audience with insight that only a parent can share.
I’m also involved in a parental role as a YES Teen’s parent, so I come and
volunteer at anything she would come to. But also what has helped me, my
daughter wants to be a nurse or she wants to be an engineer. So the Science
Center has helped me to help her realize she can do biomedical engineering. And
so there are several YES Teen supervisors who are in engineering programs, so
they’re teaching me how to teach her so it’s like it’s a teachable moment. They
always say parents need to teach themselves. If she sees her mom is just as
involved in a career path that she wants to be in, she’s becoming more excited.
So it’s helping me to learn more and I’m sharing with her, her friends, my
nephew who’s in the program, and several of my clients [who are in the
program], too. So what I’m saying is that if it wasn’t for the YES Program I
probably would have told her, I don't know what biomedical is, I don’t know
nothing about nursing. But because I’m actually trying to learn and teach her
it’s been very, very helpful. (May 2012 Community Partner Focus Group)
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An educator described a similar benefit.
I feel like the Science Center has helped develop these kids into capable children,
capable adults. Children that feel very competent in who they want to be.
Opposed to when they first started. So now I’m hearing someone who says I
can’t stand science say I want to be a scientist, I want to be a biomedical
engineer because they make $80,000 starting off. But just knowing and feeling
more career-focused and driven and being capable is an awesome thing.
Especially in the African-American community, which is a major population.
Because a lot of our children lack confidence, have their heads down, don’t know
where they’re going, don’t know what they want to be because they haven’t seen
the role models. But they see it here at the Science Center and in the Community
Partners as well.
REFERENCES
YMCA of the USA. (1998). 7 Developmental Needs of Youth. In Our Children at Risk: Children
and Youth Issues. Retrieved from
http://canadiansportforlife.ca/sites/default/files/resources/E3%20Marion.pdf.
Dierking, L. D. (2008). Chapter 3: Evidence and Categories of ISE Impact. In A. Friedman,
(Ed.). Framework for Evaluating Impacts of Informal Science Education Projects.
Available at informalscience.org/images/research/Eval_Framework.
Klein, C., & Tisdal C. (2013.) Community STEM Outreach Summative Evaluation.
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PROGRAM
This section provides an overview of the program
as it was intended to work at one time, during the
2011–2012 and 2012–2013 program years. Even
within this time frame, the program was constantly
changing, sometimes in response to external events
and sometimes as the managers and educators
identified improvements from research, evaluation,
and reflective practice. Based on its past history,
the YES Program will continue to change and it
should. New research on learning will be released.
Best practices from other organizations will be
adopted. Managers and staff members with
innovative new ideas will contribute to the
program.

The Program Section
includes information about
Learning Strategies,
Program Structure, and
two types learning labs
used in the YES Program:
Components (New Teens
Lab, Summertime Science,
STEM Components, and
Internships) and College
Prep

In addition, programs are dynamic systems that should respond to the changing needs
of the communities and institutions in which they exist and the audiences they serve.
Information included in the model reflects (1) elements that appeared, based on
evaluation findings, most influential in accomplishing program impacts, and (2) ways of
understanding those elements that would be the most useful to audiences who wanted
to design a new youth program or improve an existing one.
The Program Section includes information about Learning Strategies, Program
Structure, and two types learning labs used in the YES Program: Components (New
Teens Lab, Summertime Science, STEM Components, Internships), and College Prep.
Evaluators noted that one way the YES Program has evolved over the past three or four
years is a change in language and thinking about New Teens, Summertime Science, and
STEM Components, and the expansion of types of meaningful work. When the YES
Program began, teaching featured as the meaningful work in all components and for all
levels of program experience (i.e. length of time teens had been in the program). The
term Summertime Science referred to all summer STEM Components and where
younger children from Community Partners and Science Center visitors facilitated
inquiry-based STEM activities. Each of these components focused on different STEM
areas; for example, astronomy, paleontology, chemistry, or engineering. Other teens
taught offsite through a program called Science on the Go!
In summer 2013, Summertime Science was the name of one STEM Component to which
all members of the new cohort were assigned. In previous years, staff members used the
term New Teen only during the spring semester as the new cohort participated as
volunteers in New Teens Lab. In previous years, the summer schedule featured several
components in which the new cohort and returning teens participated together. In
summer 2013, some of these STEM Components for returning teens, such as Mystery of
Matter, centered on teaching as the work carried out by teens. Other components for
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returning teens, such as Agriscience and Exhibit Lab, featured project-based learning as
the work carried out by teens. In 2013, internships, an ongoing element of the YES
Program for several years, were spread throughout onsite components and through a
component called YES in the Community. In some community-based internships, teens
taught younger children, and in others, teens performed other types of work (e.g.,
working in a research lab, performing office work).
LEARNING STRATEGIES
Learning Strategies are the overarching approaches to the design and planning of
learning experiences used in the YES Program. Staff members draw on strategies that
have emerged from research and practice. While many learning strategies are employed,
these are the most salient and serve as the foundation for additional strategies and
applications.
 Work-based Program
 Teaching to Learn—Learning to Teach
 Journaling
 Meeting the 7 Developmental Needs of Youth
 College and Career Readiness—Developing 21st Century Skills
 Project-based and Inquiry-based STEM Learning
 Welcoming and Safe Environment for Identity Development
 Teens Acculturated into STEM Practice
 Reflective Practice
 Role Models and Mentors
Managers use these Learning Strategies to make decisions about the nature and
structure of the program. The strategies also inform their decisions about the topics of
STEM Components, recruitment processes, and the selection of Community Partners.
As educators prepare for a semester with the teens in the YES Program, they draw on
learning strategies in the design of curriculum and selection of activities.
Based on evaluation findings, these learning strategies appear to be important elements
that support youth accomplishing the program impacts. When staff applied these
strategies consistently, and as intended, teens learned and accomplishment followed;
when they did not, gaps in outcomes were observed. This quote from one YES alumnus
in the 2013 pilot alumni survey gives insight into the impact of these strategies.
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The Design-It! component really made me realize how much of a knack I had for
engineering. By giving us miscellaneous materials to work with and meaningful
problems to solve, I was able to make discoveries I wouldn't have the
opportunity to make in an ordinary classroom environment. (2006–2011
cohort, African-American male)
Each of the strategies are as part of the Deliberate Design of Learning Labs Activities
and practices need to be intentional, purposeful, and part of the design of an overall
learning system to be effective. These are described for each of the Learning Strategy.
Program documents provide important tools for program consistency and replication.
Examples of program documents include application forms, sign-in sheets, curriculum
plans, handouts, and checklists used in the YES Program.1 Program documents are
provided are each Learning Strategy.
Many elements of the YES Program are based on research studies, reports, and articles
about best practices. When specific sources are used in YES, these references are cited in
the documentation.
MEETING THE 7 DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS OF YOUTH
THE BIG IDEA

Research in developmental psychology focuses on the needs individuals have to
progress from one life stage to another. Adolescents have specific needs that must be
met for individuals to successfully move through this stage and develop into young
adults.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

As part of the design and implementation of all Learning Labs and interactions with
teens, YES educators explicitly address seven developmental needs of youth. This
particular set of needs (Collins, 1998) has been adopted by numerous youth programs.
They include:
 Mastery and Achievement
 Physical Activity
 Self-definition
 Creative Expression
 Positive Social Interactions with Peers and Adults
 Meaningful Participation
 Structure and Clear Limits
1

Copies of program documents are not included in this documentation; they are available on the
website at www.yescirclesofsupport.com.
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The YES Curriculum Template focused on these needs in planning through a section
that asks YES Educators to explain how these needs are addressed in the Learning Lab
they will be teaching.
The overall design of the YES Program also addresses the 7 Developmental Needs of
Youth. The need for Mastery and Achievement is the focus of project-based learning.
Educators respond to teens’ need for Physical Activities by including active icebreakers
(games and group challenges) or scheduling field trips and outdoor activities. The
process of teens selecting STEM Components that reflect their own interests is based on
the need for Self-Definition. Project-based learning also responds to the need for
Creative Expression by allowing teens to create their own projects within a defined
problem space. The program fosters Positive Social Interactions with Peers and Adults
in numerous ways, including the focus on Role Models and Mentors, building teen–
educator relationships through Journaling and through Networking Events, where teens
meet and talk with representatives from Community Partner organizations about their
careers. The need for Structure and Clear Limits is addressed through Standard YES
Elements that that are part of all Components (i.e., New Teens Lab, Summertime
Science, and STEM Components).
These Standard YES elements provide a consistency and structure across all these
components:
 Word of the Day (WOD)
 Quote of the Day (QOD)
 Agenda
 Brainteasers/Icebreakers
 Journaling
 Breaks
DELIBERATE DESIGN

Using the 7 Developmental Needs of Youth as a shared framework for program design
and planning serves several purposes:
 Provides a sound research-based strategy to help teens move successfully from
adolescence to adulthood.
 Gives YES educators a consistent language to discuss the needs of teens and a
way to think about and plan experiences that are appropriate for teens.
 Allows program administrators to monitor where and how the needs are being
addressed across different areas of the program.
RESULTS

When learning experiences include ways to meet many of these needs, youth thrive
across multiple areas of their lives. Meeting these specific needs of adolescents also
provides a way to design programs that keep them interested and engaged across a long
period of time. Among YES staff members interviewed for the evaluation, the key factor
supporting ongoing teen participation in the program and achievement was the
development of relationships.
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One Community Partner described changes he’d seen in one of the YES Teens he had
referred to the program. By offering positive social interactions, creative expression, and
meaning participation, one teen developed communication skills.
One of the teens told me that they had to try to create something that would
cook but you can’t use a regular oven, or tools. You had to come up with
something, solar power—. And this is from a teen who doesn’t necessarily like
science. Also, she told me about one time they made a catapult, so—. And
another thing I noticed is that she’s able to communicate better. She’s kinda
quiet and reserved, so it’s bringing her out. (May 2012 Community Partner
Focus Group)
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES Curriculum Planning Template-Green Engineering-Summer 2013
YES Curriculum Planning Template-Mystery of Matter- Fall 2012
REFERENCES
Collins, A. Q. (1998). 7 Developmental Needs of Youth, adapted from Our Children at Risk:
Children and Youth Issues. YMCA. Accessed September 20, 2013, from
http://activeafterschool.ca/sites/default/files/banner/7%20Developmental%20Needs%
20of%20Youth.pdf.

WORK-BASED PROGRAM
THE BIG IDEA

After a semester of orientation, participating as volunteers, YES Teens work as
employees of the SLSC. As employees, they wear uniforms, clock in, set up bank
accounts to receive their paychecks as direct deposits, and have their performance
evaluated by their supervisors (program educators) each semester.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

New Teens arrive for their first semester eager to learn more about the YES Program.
During this unpaid orientation over several Saturdays in the spring, the “New Teens”
cover a variety of STEM and work-skills topics. For example, one session focuses on
systems where teens learn about the Science Center as a system (a 21st Century Skills
goal). In other sessions, they learn clocking in, the importance of being on time, proper
dress for a work setting, and appropriate work communication. As part of the process of
becoming paid employees, they fill out employment applications and obtain all proper
documentation needed (e.g., a Social Security card, government-issued ID, or driver’s
license). Teens also set up bank accounts so their checks can be direct deposited.
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Beginning in their first summer semester, teens are proud to earn a paycheck as
employees of the SLSC. They receive minimum wage for meaningful work, such as
teaching younger children from community-based organizations on visits to the SLSC
(Summertime Science), delivering programs to younger children onsite at partner
facilities (Science on the Go), and serving as interns in STEM laboratories or
workplaces. Some assignments may be eligible for a slightly higher pay rate. Regardless
of the rate, teens are full employees of the SLSC.
DELIBERATE DESIGN

The work-based program serves four main purposes:
 Removes barriers to participation in a STEM education program for teens and
their families—Teens in the target audience would normally need to have
afterschool and summer jobs. Attending an unpaid program could put a burden
on the family that would be required to pay for transportation, food, and
uniforms to support the teen’s participation. The work-based program is
designed to make teen participation at least revenue neutral for their families.
 Develops skills and understanding of the process of applying for a job—Teens
receive support from staff in filling out applications, and providing other
information that prepares them to access other work settings.
 Provides culturally acceptable ways to discuss behavior and communication in
dominant-culture work places—Topics such as dress, language, eye contact, body
stance, and respect for supervisors, elders, and peers can be directly discussed as
part of the teen’s role as an employee of the institution. Discussions such as these
are removed from the context of ethic identification and culture.
 Gives an immediate context for learning about financial responsibility and
management—Teens in the program learn how to set up a bank account, cash a
check, pay taxes, and budget their wages for transportation and meals as part of
their participation in the YES Program.
RESULTS

When teens are treated as employees and earn a paycheck they open a bank account and
learn to manage their money. They also are able to contribute to the family income and
stay in the program.
The YES staff members are called Educators by the Human Resources staff but are
called Supervisor by the teens. They walk a fine line between teaching and being “the
boss.” One Senior Educator described how she saw her role in a focus group.
Well, I think as, like when we call ourselves their supervisors, we have like a
responsibility to them to help them grow, to move forward on a path that
they’ve identified for themselves. And we help them identify that path for
themselves, I think, as opposed to telling them what it should be, what they
might hear from other adults in their lives. I think they have freedom to joke
around with us and be goofy enough with us, but to know that we have their
best interests in mind and that we will like, we’ll be the adult when we are called
to be. (August 2012 YES Educator Focus Group)
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Community STEM Outreach: Second Annual Evaluation Report presents evidence that
the work-based program is the primary motivator for teen participation. The top three
responses to a question about why New Teens in 2011 joined the YES Program focused
on the work-based program. The combined percentage of these three responses was
59.9%.
Findings from a pilot YES Alumni Survey conducted in 2013 indicate that the workbased program element of the YES Program supported several program impacts.
Sample responses include:
I like to very proudly tell people that I've been working since the age of 13. In the
summer of ’98, I relied on Bi-State to transport me to and from St. Louis Science
Center five days a week. I learned to create lesson plans by first testing out the
lesson/practicing the skills we’d need to clearly communicate to our students. I
learned to work diligently even if teammates were slacking off. I learned the
value of teamwork—the unique skills that each person brings will, sooner or
later, prove essential. I also learned to call ahead for lunch orders because it
takes a mighty long time to walk to Imo’s & back. While the rest of my friends
watched MTV & soaked up mall air conditioning, I learned that earning
compensation for something you really enjoy outweighs the time lost
socializing. YES was an incredible way to begin building a work history that
has resulted in more than 10 years in Program/Curriculum Design & Youth
Development, and the only way I've been working since the age of 13! If it
weren’t for YES, I'd have to find something else to brag about. (1998–2000
cohort)
YES taught me how to be a key role player in the work environment, it also
taught me to never settle, there’s always room for improvement in the work
area and I can go as far as my dreams. (2008–2012 cohort)
It prepared me to be able to work with other people and to always be on time
for work. (2005–2009 cohort)
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
Application Form
Sign-in Sheets
REFERENCES
Csikszentmihalyi, M., & Schneider, B. (2001). Becoming Adult: How Teenagers Prepare for the
World of Work. Basic Books.
Schwarz, E., & Kay, K. (2006). The Case for Twenty-first Century Learning. Jossey-Bass.
Klein, C., & Tisdal, C. (2012) Community STEM outreach: Second annual evaluation report.
St. Louis, Mo.: Saint Louis Science Center, unpublished report.
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TEACHING TO LEARN—LEARNING TO TEACH
THE BIG IDEA

In the YES Program, teaching younger children and members of the general public in
galleries of the Saint Louis Science Center provides an authentic and meaningful context
for learning STEM concepts, teens engage in an iterative process developing
understanding of STEM concepts at deeper and deeper levels as they prepare to teach,
consider how to communicate ideas, test activities, and reflect on their experiences.
They design and use inquiry-based experiences to teach others, requiring them to reflect
on their own learning processes as well as that of others. Since their understanding will
be tested in a real situation, teens are motivated to monitor their own understanding
and revisit concepts, refining and deepening their knowledge.
Learning in Context for Meaning and Relevance is one of the foundations of the YES
Program. Teaching to Learn—Learning to Teach and Project-based Learning are two
learning strategies built on this foundational element.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

During the school year as part of the New Teens Lab or STEM Components, teens
prepare to teach younger children from Community Partner programs. First, they
engage in inquiry-based activities to become familiar with concepts they will teach
during the following summer. Then, teens work in groups to design and practice
presentations, explaining the concepts in their own words and repeating the inquirybased activities with the goal of helping younger children learn. In this process they
become aware of gaps in their own understanding and revisit STEM concepts to develop
a deeper understanding. As groups of YES Teens lead activities with younger children,
they repeat the information many times, becoming more confident in their grasp of the
concept. They also identify other gaps in their understanding as they answer questions
from children and engage in Reflective Practice with members of their group about what
went well and what could be improved in facilitation of activities.
For example, teens in the New Teens Lab may do a variety of activities on buoyancy,
knowing they are going to have to design activities to teach this topic to younger
children during Summertime Science. During the summer, they work in teams to refine
activities. They teach an activity, over and over again, across the course of two or three
weeks with groups of younger children, allowing them to practice information in a
meaningful context. During debriefing sessions each day, teens identify what went well
and identify specific plans for improving things that didn’t go as well as they would have
liked. They identify questions from children that were challenging to answer and return
to the concept of buoyancy to learn it on a deeper level. Teens teach concepts again and
again to multiple groups until they become tired of the topic and know it thoroughly.
Then they move on to other activities based on a different STEM topic they learned
during the New Teens Lab.
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DELIBERATE DESIGN

Teaching to Learn and Learning to Teach serves several functions in the YES Program:
 Offers a framework for an iterative process where teens can learn STEM concepts
at progressively deeper and deeper levels
 Provides a meaningful and relevant context for learning that gives immediate and
authentic feedback
 Builds teens’ ownership of their own learning and develops skills in identifying
where they have clear grasps of content and where they need more clarity (i.e.,
meta-cognition, the ability to assess the status of their own learning)
 Provides comfortable and respectful ways for teens to revisit and learn STEM
concepts they may have missed at a lower grade level in school
 Develops teens’ confidence as younger children look up to them and respect their
knowledge
 Allows practice of public speaking and communication skills

RESULTS

Results of this learning strategy include:
 Deeper and more thorough understanding of STEM concepts that can be transferred
to school and applied in their lives
 Improved communications skills, including vocabulary and public speaking
 Increased skills in meta-cognition.
 Increased ownership of their learning
 Increased confidence and self-respect through authentic success in teaching younger
children
Findings from the 2013 pilot YES Alumni Survey indicate that the Teaching to Learn
and Learning to Teach element of the YES Program supported several program impacts.
As one former YES Teen commented, “I learned to create lesson plans by first testing
out the lesson/practicing the skills we'd need to clearly communicate to our students.”
(1998–2000 cohort)
JOURNALING
THE BIG IDEA

Unlike the use of Journaling in some other contexts, YES Teens write in journals—
without cues or prompts—about what is going on in their lives, as opposed to reflecting
about their program experiences. They begin their program day writing journals.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

As teens enter the room for a component session, they pick up their journals (spiral
notebooks or composition books) from a central table and take a seat. Music plays from
a CD player as the teens write 10 to 15 minutes about anything and everything that
affects their lives or interests them. When the journaling time is over, the educator turns
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off the CD player, asks for volunteers to collect the journals, and begins the day’s
activities.
Later that week, the educator reads each journal and adds entries with individual
comments. A page folded over means the teen decided she didn’t want her journal entry
to be read, so the educator will skip that entry. A note written on a folded page means
the teen wants a particular educator or staff member to read an entry and no one else, so
the educator will follow his or her directions.
DELIBERATE DESIGN

Journaling serves three main purposes:
 A learning tool—Journaling allows teens to use and improve writing and
observation skills.
 An assessment tool—Journaling allows staff to assess teens’ writing skills and to
monitor and assess teens’ developmental needs.
 A relationship building tool—Journaling allows teens and educators to develop
individual relationships, as teens write about the things on their minds and
educators respond with personal notes.
To best accomplish these purposes, teens write in journals at the beginning of the
Learning Lab without writing prompt from the educator, and educators write responses
in the journals, as appropriate.
RESULTS OF USE

When educators have teens write in journals without specific writing prompts at the
beginning of their day (i.e., following the Deliberate Design), teens write about a wide
array of topics, such as their date to prom, a challenge with a friend, or a challenge at
school. Often, teens will respond to the comments and questions of the educator. These
written conversations allow educators to understand what is going on in each teen’s life,
to respond appropriately, and to develop an ongoing relationship.
When educators have teens write in journals at the end of the day (not following the
deliberate design), journal entries often are a recap of the day’s activities. When
educators give teens writing prompts, they limit the teens’ writing and possible insights
educators may gain from their teens. End-of-day and cued journaling strategies are not
as effective in building relationships between teens and educators.
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES Program—Edited Journal Excerpt
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COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS—DEVELOPING 21 ST CENTURY
SKILLS

THE BIG IDEA

The YES Program incorporates College and Career Readiness across all program
elements and uses this strategy as an explicit part of the deliberate design of the
program as a whole. Career and College Readiness focuses the development of specific
skills and competencies that prepare teens to be successful in college and in the
workplace.
Career and College Readiness is a concept that emerged from two important U.S.
government reports. Both reports stress the importance of developing specific
competencies that prepare youth for college and for the workplace. One of these reports,
published in 1991 by U.S. Department of Labor and referred to hereafter as the SCANS
Report, was titled Skills and Tasks for Jobs: A SCANS Report for America 2000.
(SCANS stands for the Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills, referring
to the U.S. Secretary of Labor.)
Another report, 21st Century Skills for 21st Century Jobs, released in 1999 and referred
to hereafter as the 21st Century Skills Report, was a joint publication of several U.S.
government departments, including the Department of Education. Both these reports
provide frameworks of skills to prepare youth for college and careers. While these
frameworks of skills are similar, they list different areas of competency that young
people need to develop.
The SCANS Report defines five areas of competency for effective workers:
 Allocation of Resources
 Interpersonal Skills
 Information Skills
 Systems Thinking
 Technology Skills
The SCANS Report also provides three foundational competency areas that workers
must have:
 Basic Skills
 Thinking Skills
 Personal Qualities
In the YES Program, many activities used in the New Teens Lab and in other
components are guided by a publication from the Association of Science-Technology
Centers’ YouthALIVE! Project. YouthALIVE! used the SCANS Report as the basis for its
own publication.
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The 21st Century Skills Report defined several core academic subjects in which young
people must develop competencies to be ready for college and the workplace. These
included English, reading or language arts, world languages, arts, mathematics,
economics, science, geography, history, government, and civics. The 21st Century
Skills Report also set forth what they referred to as 21st Century interdisciplinary
themes:
 Global Awareness
 Financial, Economic, Business and Entrepreneurial Literacy
 Civic Literacy
 Health Literacy
 Environmental Literacy
DESCRIPTION OF USE

In the New Teens Lab, activities focus on systems thinking as YES Teens learn about the
Science Center as a system and map another system of their choice (school, sports, etc.).
They develop interpersonal skills and thinking skills as they engage in icebreakers that
require teens to work together to meet a challenge. The YES Program Curriculum
Template, used for all STEM Components, includes an area for educators to explicitly
state when and how they are addressing each of the five 21st Century Skills
interdisciplinary themes.
DELIBERATE DESIGN

Curriculum plans for all components require staff members to specifically describe how
the 21st Century Skills is addressed through the sequence and selection of activities they
carry out with students.
RESULTS

Each component of the YES Program engages teens in experiences to develop 21st
Century Skills. As summarized in Table 5, in the summer 2013 Exhibit Lab component,
educators outlined, in their curriculum plan, how the activities in this STEM Component
would develop the following 21st Century Skills.
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Table 5. 21st Century Skills Developed in Exhibit Lab Summer 2013
Skills Category
Financial, Economic, Business, and
Entrepreneurial Literacy
Civic Literacy
Creativity and Innovation

Environmental Literacy

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving

Exhibit Lab Experience
Teens will be encouraged to keep supplies to a
minimal cost.
Teens will be exposed in a limited way to Science
Center hierarchical exhibit governing system.
They will be encouraged to use their creativity in
creating exhibits that meet objectives. Teens will be in
constant discussion and revision of their exhibit ideas.
Teens will be designing their projects that visitors can
potentially recreate at home. The teens will be
encouraged to use recycled and common materials.
As part of the exhibit design, teens will be using a
wide variety of recycled items. This will naturally bring
up the subject of recycling and its benefits. This will
be a springboard for casual yet vital discussions of
ways we can easily integrate found and recycled
objects into our everyday lives.
Teens will need to problem-solve together as they
choose and create effective exhibit prototypes. All
points of critical thinking will be needed and used in
this process as they choose and create effective
exhibit prototypes.

PROGRAM DOCUMENTS

YES Program Curriculum-Exhibit Lab-Summer 2013
REFERENCES
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PROJECT-BASED AND INQUIRY-BASED STEM LEARNING
THE BIG IDEAS

While Project-based Learning and Inquiry-based STEM Learning can be considered two
distinct approaches, they share the characteristic of being experiential based strategies.
Experiential learning (Kolb, 1984) involves learning through direct experience. In
addition, both approaches involve the application of scientific approaches where teens
experiment with real materials to reach conclusions about what to think or do. In
project-based learning, teens apply the engineering design process to design, test, and
redesign products to meet challenge specifications. In Inquiry-based STEM Learning,
teens hypothesize, test, and refine their understanding of science concepts. These two
approaches build on the YES Program’s foundation of allowing teens to learn about
STEM topics in context.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

Project-based and Inquiry-based learning are featured in learning labs across the
program. Some project-based learning experiences frame the plans of entire semester
length experiences. For example, teens in Design Engineering focused most of their
work in the summer of 2013 designing and building aquaponic systems. Teens in
Robotics STEM Components in previous semesters built robots and competed in the
FIRST Competition. Teens in the Biofuels Component spent their entire semester
designing sustainable devices to cook food. For example, Agriscience teens planned the
menu and prepared for the end-of-summer YES event, demonstrating their knowledge
of healthful and local food and using their cooking skills. Shorter projects are limited to
one or two sessions.
Inquiry is a very important part of the YES Program. In the New Teens Lab, inquirybased learning is introduced early through focusing on heat transfer in making ice
cream and identifying living and non-living things. These early inquiry experiences are
intended to get teens excited about science and to develop their own inquiry skills. In
STEM Components, YES Teens may engage in longer and more sophisticated inquiry
projects. In Agriscience, teens developed their own experiments and collected data to
explore the effect of the levels of light and water on plant growth. In a Neuroscience
component, teens designed formal experiments to explore factors affecting rat learning.
Much like the YES Teens in Learning Labs, when Community Partners attend the
monthly meetings with YES educators, they experience inquiry-based learning activities
and develop new skills for working with the children in their own programs.
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DELIBERATE DESIGN

Experience-based learning is particularly important for underserved teens who may
have entered the formal education setting without some basic life experiences that
textbooks used in formal education assume they have.
RESULTS

The most important result of these two learning strategies is that teens who dislike or do
not do well in school in STEM courses find they enjoy STEM classes and can grasp the
underlying concepts when they have the opportunity to experience and experiment with
the real phenomena. In addition, Project-based and Inquiry-based experience support
the Acculturation of Teens into Science Practice as they use the scientific processes to
approach their work as well as specialized tools and materials.
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES Biofuels Final Design Concept Form
YES Design Engineering-Fall 2013
YES Ice Cream You Scream! New Teens Lab
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2

Downloading workshop materials requires flash and can only be done in pop-up windows. It
may be a bit difficult, but the materials are valuable—so be patient.
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WELCOMING AND SAFE ENVIRONMENT FOR IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT
THE BIG IDEA

Creating a Welcoming and Safe Environment for Identity Development means teens can
leave the baggage of problematic identities at the door when they enter the YES Program
and develop identities that will serve them well in school, in college, and in the
workplace. Whether they see themselves as behavior problems, bad students, bad at
STEM, or are just shy and find it hard to make friends, they start again in the YES
Program and learn to take risks and see themselves as successful. When a teen enters
the program, YES staff members have no idea why they were selected by the Community
Partner to apply. YES Teens do not submit school grades to the program when they are
admitted. YES Teens begin the program with a clean slate. The YES Program provides a
safe place to make take risks and make mistakes.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

Three actual situations encountered as part the YES Program evaluation provide
examples of how the program builds a safe and welcoming environment to give teens an
opportunity to develop positive identities that will serve them well in school, college,
and the workplace.
One teen entered the YES Program disliking STEM courses in school and fearing
embarrassment when he didn’t understand the concepts in class. He was not
comfortable with the subject matter. He joined a group of other teenagers in the New
Teens Lab and participated in inquiry-based STEM activities. Rather than just talking
about living and non-living things, he held live chickens and boxes of cereal and tried to
classify them into groups with the characteristics defining the categories. Rather than
reading about buoyancy, he developed a hypothesis about what would float, a can of
regular soda or a can of diet soda. He was wrong and learned that, in science, being
wrong can be productive and lead to more questions and deeper understanding. In
summertime, he taught younger children and led these same activities. These younger
children from Community Partners’ organizations saw him as a science expert, and he
guided their inquiry and answered questions. His confidence grew. Later, he shared his
summer experience at school and teachers transferred him from lower-level STEM
courses to the college-bound track because he had taught science at the Science Center.
He did well in these courses. Gradually, he began to see himself as someone who was
good at science, good at math, and capable or working in a STEM area. Currently, he is
an apprentice electrician.
In another instance, a teen repeatedly wore the wrong uniform pants. When questioned
(one-on-one, quietly during a break), the educator learned that the teen had neither the
appropriate pants nor the money to buy them. A pair of uniform pants was supplied by
the program. The educator avoided embarrassing the teen and used an infraction of the
rules to get more information and help solve a problem. Gradually, the teen began to see
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adults as people with the capacity to treat him with respect, listen, and help him solve
problems; for him, adults were no longer just rule-enforcers to fear and avoid.
On another occasion, a teen lost her temper and yelled at the educator supervising her
STEM Component. Emotions flared on both sides, and the supervisor told the teen to
leave and talk to a manager. The supervisor recognized that he was not in the position to
work with the teen at that moment. The manager sat with the teen and calmly asked,
“What’s up?” Sitting quietly and listening, the supervisor learned about all the stress
going on in the teen’s life. After talking, the teen became very apologetic about her
behavior. The manager helped her work out a strategy to apologize and mend the
relationship with the supervisor. The teen had a safe environment where one mistake
did not make her a problem. Rather, after the incident, the teen felt like a person valued
and understood, capable of solving a problem.
These examples are a few ways the YES staff members build a safe and welcoming
environment where teens can risk and learn from mistakes and develop new identities
that help them in school, college, and the workplace.
DELIBERATE DESIGN

Providing a Safe and Welcoming Environment for Identity Development serves several
purposes in the YES Program:
 Allows teens who have built negative identities in other environments to start
fresh and learn to see themselves and others in new ways
 Provides ways for teens who have already “dropped out of the pipeline” toward
STEM education and careers to move back into that educational pathway
 Encourages teens to stay in the program over a long period of time
 Builds identities and the problem-solving skills teens need to be successful in
other settings
RESULTS

A safe and welcoming environment has several results:
 Teens who fear and avoid STEM courses in school gain confidence and see
themselves as students capable of doing well in these areas.
 Teens who have defined themselves as hating science or other STEM topics find
science them interesting and engaging, and redefine themselves as those who
now like biology, physics, or engineering.
 Teens who have defined themselves as trouble-makers find they enjoy the
alternate identity of being good team members who cooperating with and lead
others.
 Teens with stressful life issues about which they feel angry or helpless find other
ways to communicate safely about these areas of life, and develop capabilities to
solve problems themselves or with the help of others.
One Summer Intern described how she saw the development of a safe and welcoming
environment in the Summertime Science program.
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I think when teens come here to YES, it really is very much a community. We
talk about this YES community, and I think the community aspect of it does
exist. So I think … they come to a place where they’re able to, you know, the
relationship aspect has been talked about a lot, but I think it’s probably
somewhere they know people believe that they can succeed and expect them to
succeed. (August 2012 YES Summer Intern Focus Group)

REFERENCES
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TEENS ACCULTURATED INTO STEM PRACTICE
THE BIG IDEA

To be a successful member of the STEM workforce, teens need to be acculturated into
STEM practice. The culture of STEM practice includes adopting the language and
behavior that are part of this culture and using them in the appropriate settings.
Absorbing and being comfortable with the specialized vocabulary of different areas of
STEM is particularly important, along with the recognition that any new area will have
different concepts, vocabulary, and equipment individuals must learn and practice. In
addition, they learn and practice behaviors such as carefully making and recording
measurements, using specialized equipment, keeping records of experiments,
productively solving conflict among team members, mentoring younger team members,
and presenting results—all types of behaviors come into play in the life of an engineer, a
field biologist, or a physician.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

The Acculturation into STEM is a Learning Strategy that pervades the YES Program.
From the New Teens Lab where teens don safety glasses to mix chemicals, to
community internships in research labs, to STEM Components where teens keep science
journals about the experiences that are part of their inquiry-based learning, the program
immerses teens in the cultures of various areas of science.
For example, in the Biofuels STEM Component, teens are challenged to design a product
that will (1) decrease the energy needs of the user or produce energy for them; and (2)
be built with sustainable materials. The product design must not exist before teens
create it. As part of this design challenge, teens learn the language of biofuels research
and engineering, using terminology such electrical energy, diesel, ion, magnetism, and
gears. After introduction to science and engineering concepts, they begin their own
design process. Teens apply the scientific process, hypothesizing and then carrying out
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tests and making repeated measures about what happens with different energy sources
and equipment designs. Experiments are documented in a science journal. Teens
present progress reports to the larger group and reflect on the status of their designs
and their own understanding of the underlying concepts and process. As part of this
component, they use the materials and equipment often found in research laboratories,
such as vented hoods, temperature measures, safety goggles, and a variety of other tools.
At the end of these STEM Components, like professional researchers and engineers,
they present their designs to their colleagues and some semesters may present their
designs to wider audiences, such as the Saint Louis Science Center Board.
DELIBERATE DESIGN

The purpose of this learning strategy in the YES Program is to immerse teens in the
culture of science through project-based and inquiry-based learning to allow them to
absorb and adopt the culture of different fields of STEM practice. This strategy prepares
them for other STEM educational experiences and provides an authentic, experiential
view into the work professionals do in STEM careers.
RESULTS

Results of this learning strategy include teens:
 Recognizing that entering any new area of STEM practice requires learning the
language and how to use tools and equipment
 Developing an appreciation for the need to work in a systematic way and carefully
recording measurements and observations.
 Understanding that scientists and engineers must clearly present their work to
colleagues to communicate their findings
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES Agriscience Curriculum Planning Template–Summer 2013
YES Biofuels 06 Making Biodiesel Activity
YES Biofuels Component Spring 2013 Project Design
YES Biofuels Fall 2012 schedule
YES Reflection and Evaluation Energy and Biofuels Process
REFERENCES
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REFLECTIVE PRACTICE
THE BIG IDEA

Reflective Practice, as a Learning Strategy in the YES Program, builds on the work of
Donald Schön (1983). He discusses this process as reflecting on action in order to
engage in continuous learning. In the YES Program, reflective practice for teens involves
thinking about their work to improve it and gain a deeper level of understanding.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

Debriefing after teaching inquiry-based activities with younger children from
Community Partners or with general public visitors in Saint Louis Science Center
galleries provides frequent opportunities for application of the Reflective Practice in the
YES Program.
For example, in Summertime Science, a group of YES Teens designed a series of
activities to help younger children from Community Partner organizations understand
plants. They first try out the activities with one another. After the tryout, educators ask
them to discuss (1) what went well, and (2) what did not go well. After they discuss both
aspects of the experience, the educator asks them what they could change about the
activity to make it work better. Ideas may include giving clearer instructions about how
to participate or introducing concepts from botany using language a 5-year-old can
easily understand. The teens repeat the activity with one another several times to
become comfortable in their roles, implement successive improvements, and prepare to
offer the activity to younger children.
On the first day, after groups of children from Community Partner organizations have
left, the educators leading the component gather teens together to reflect on their
experiences of facilitating the activity with younger children. Often, the first day does
not go smoothly. Again, the educators ask teens to identify (1) what went well, and (2)
what did not go well. Teens may note that one thing that went well was the inquiry
process gave them the freedom not to have to know the right answer but to work with
children to find an answer. Then, as a group, the teens will incorporate successful
practices and develop ways to make the activity work better.
Teens and educators engage in this reflective practice for about an hour each day. At the
end of the first week, educators ask teens to consider what changes they have made
across all the days and to consider if they can draw any more general conclusions about
what did and did not work well with other children. Teens may also share insights about
their own deepening understanding about the structure of plants based on comments or
questions from younger children. Other may say that they need to review the science
concepts because areas they thought they understood were vague and fuzzy when they
tried to explain them to younger children.
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Reflective Practice also is used to debrief after inquiry-based learning experiences. For
example, in the Biofuels STEM Component, groups of teens share their progress with
other teams developing new designs that save or produce energy. In sharing what
worked and what did not, some teens will talk about aspects of a scientific concept such
as magnetism or gravity that they understood more deeply as the result of their testing.
Others may observe they had slowed down their own progress by failing to keep records
of the measurements and having to repeat tests using the same equipment and
materials. Still others will discuss their findings about a specific fuel source providing
ideas for other groups to try. This process of presentation and reflections mirrors the
discussions in research laboratories.
DELIBERATE DESIGN

One purpose of Reflective Practice in the YES Program is to provide a process for teens
to make explicit connections between their experiences and the meaning of their
experiences. Without reflection, experiences remain unexamined and lack meaning. For
example, teens who noticed briefly that they were able to answer questions posed by
younger children might not consider it deeply, remember the experience, and recognize
that they have mastered a science concept. Another purpose is to develop teens’ capacity
to think about their own learning (meta-cognition). This skill, scaffolded by educators,
helps teens develop as independent learners, accepting the responsibility of identifying
what they do and do not understand and what they can and cannot do. Finally, through
reflective practice successful practices are clearly identified and incorporated, and
practices that are not successful become opportunities to improve rather than failures.
RESULTS

Results of this learning strategy include teens:
 Increasing their capacity to learn from experience
 Increasing skills in directing their own learning
 Increasing their perception of the meaningfulness of their experiences
 Developing a better understanding of the idea that mistakes and problems can be
learned from and solved
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES Reflection and Evaluation Energy and Biofuels Process
REFERENCES
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ROLE MODELS AND MENT ORS
THE BIG IDEA

Teens need caring and successful older teens and adults in their lives. Adults may serve
as role models by opening up ideas about what someone with whom they identify can
accomplish, allowing them to consider or reconsider education and career paths they
may have written off. Caring adults and older teens mentor by providing support and
advice as teens face the challenges and big decisions of their adolescence.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

Through participation in the YES Program, teens have a wide variety of opportunities to
identify positive role models. In a STEM Component, they may be supervised by an
educator who is an African American engineer from in their neighborhood or a woman
whose previous job was working in a robotics or neuroscience research lab. Other
educators financed college degrees working and developing skills in fast food jobs, an
experience some teens consider a dead end. At networking events, teens meet members
of the community who are scientists, engineers, and entrepreneurs that talk about their
work and give advice about education and careers. At these events, teens may meet and
talk with men and women working in areas from aerospace to agriscience or a scientist
from the research lab at a local corporation. At SLSC events such as Minority Science
Showcase, teens talk with members of the Society of Black Engineers and numerous
Community Partner organizations.
In additional, younger teens are supervised by older YES Teens during summer STEM
Components. These older teens display the maturity, professional behavior, and deeper
understandings of STEM concepts that they have developed over the course of their
participation in the program. YES Teens also serve as role models to younger children
from Community Partner organizations, illustrating that teenagers from children’s own
neighborhoods are good at and enjoy activities connected to STEM topics. Finally, YES
Alumni are invited back to events where they share with current YES Teens their stories
of college, work, and life.
YES Teens also find mentors in the program. Educators and managers act as caring
adults. As part of the Journaling Learning Strategy, Learning Lab educators respond to
what teens share about their lives and often share things about themselves and their
own lives and education. Since the teens participate in the program over the course of
several years, educators and managers watch them grow and succeed. Teens share
stories about success in school, overcoming challenges in their lives, and reaching
important goals such high school graduation or college acceptance. YES staff members
celebrate these important accomplishments with teens and, often knowing the obstacles
they may have encountered, offer sincere congratulations based on long-time
relationships.
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DELIBERATE DESIGN

The purpose of Role Models in the YES Program is to expose teens to successful adults
with whom they can identify in order to expand their ideas about what they can
accomplish educationally and in careers. The purpose of Mentors in the YES Program is
to connect teens to caring adults who can guide them through adolescent challenges and
celebrate their accomplishments.
RESULTS

In evaluation interviews, teens hared instances where an adult they encountered in the
YES Program served as an important role model, opening their eyes to their own
potential. As one explained:
At first I just thought scientists were like people in lab coats, just working in like
a lab, laboratory. Scientists can be anybody. [My YES supervisor] don’t look like
a scientist but he is. (July 2013 YES Teen Interview, Senior)
Teens also shared stories about how the relationship with a caring adult made a
difference in their lives.
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES Networking Event Attendance List (names included)
YES Mentor Job Descriptions
YES Networking Invite Letter
YES Networking Event Flyer
YES Networking Event Flyer
REFERENCES
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PROGRAM STRUCTURE
THE BIG IDEA

The YES Program structure supports year-round, prolonged engagement across fourand-a-half or more years of an adolescent’s life. Sessions are held five days a week
during the summer and on Saturdays during the school year. The structure provides
New Teens with orientation and an initial work experience during their first semester.
Teens can then pursue special interests through a variety of STEM Components
throughout the rest of their five years. Some older teens work as interns after their
junior or senior year in high school.
DESCRIPTION
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Elements of the YES Program structure include (1) Learning Labs, scheduled units of
time focused on specific learning objectives, and (2) key process through which teens
are recruited to the program and scheduled into Learning Labs.
There are two major types of Learning Labs in the YES Program. In Components, teens
engage in STEM projects and activities. In College Prep, they learn skills and accomplish
tasks to make good choices for their future. Figure 9 shows the two types of Learning
Labs.

Figure 9. Learning Labs in the YES Program

The New Teens Lab lays the foundation for the rest of the YES experience as young
people learn about the Science Center as a workplace, participate in a variety of inquirybased experiences, and begin developing skills that they will expand through the next
four years of their YES experience to help them succeed in college and their careers.
After the New Teens Lab participants are ready for their first paid work, and which they
being in Summertime Science, where they teach science activities to younger children
from Community Partner organizations.
After their first orientation and first summer, teens participate in STEM Components.
These project- and inquiry-based experiences are offered year round. Topics reflect
important issues and concerns in the teen’s world—energy, food systems, and
technology development.
Older teens may work as interns. Some assist educators in supervising teens in
Summertime Science and summer STEM Components. Others work as summer interns
in Community Partner organizations or local businesses. Interns use the knowledge and
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skills they developed in the YES Program to serve as role models and mentors to
younger teens or to gain wider experience in the St. Louis community.
As part of Saturday school-year sessions, teens attend College Prep Learning Labs.
Theses labs are offered by grade level, providing the support teens need to prepare for
life after high school.
Teens enter and move through these experiences through two key processes:
Recruitment and Selection. To recruit teens, YES staff members send Community
Partner organizations specific numbers of applications. The Community Partners
identify young people they think would benefit from the program. After the New Teens
Lab, teens submit their preferences for STEM Components in which they would like to
participate. Staff members place teens in one of their top three choices.
The YES Program operates year-round. During fall and spring semesters, teens attend
Saturday Learning Labs. During summer, teens work five days a week in components
and no College Prep is offered. During the school year, different sets of teens attend
morning or afternoon sessions. All participating teens attend College Prep learning labs
that , which are scheduled between the morning and afternoon sessions. During
summer, teens work five days a week in components. No College Prep is offered during
this busy term, but youth development activities are included as part of the components.
Figure 10 shows the year-round programming.

Figure 10. Yearly Program Structure

Now let’s see how an individual teen moves through the five-year program structure. In
Year 1, teens enter the program through Community Partners. Recruitment starts in the
late fall and is completed by early in the new year. During the spring semester of their
first year, New Teens are not paid. They participate as volunteers in the New Teen
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Component, getting oriented to the program and learning work skills and the science
and activities they will use in Summertime Science. During the summer, New Teens
develop their work skills by teaching children from Community Partner organizations,
reflect on their experiences, and refine their understanding of the underlying science
concepts. At the end of the summer, they submit their preferences and are placed in a
STEM Component for the fall. Figure 11 shows Year 1 program structure.

Figure 11. Year 1 Program Structure

The program structure for Years 2 through 5 is similar. In the fall of Year 2, College Prep
is introduced. Teens pursue their own interests by selecting and participating in projectbased STEM Components. College Prep continues in each fall and spring in Years 2
through 5, with learning objectives changing to meet the needs of teens as college and
life after high school grow closer. In Year 3, a few teens who may have entered the
program in later grade levels begin to move into internships; interns may assist an
educator in supervising a New Teens Lab or a STEM Component. Internships may also
allow teens to work in Community Partner Organizations. A few teens who entered the
YES Program as eighth graders may participate for a fifth year of the program. Figure 12
shows the program structure in Years 2 through 5.
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Figure 12. Year 2–5 Program Structure
DELIBERATE DESIGN

The design of the YES Program structure is based on the following rationale:
 As teens enter the program, they need the opportunity to get excited about STEM
topics, develop inquiry and workplace skills that may be unfamiliar, and
understand the culture of the Saint Louis Science Center. The New Teens Labs
and Summertime Science provide this orientation.
 The selection of STEM Components allows teens to pursue and build deeper
knowledge in specific areas of interest. Not all teens have the same interests, and
the aim of the YES Program is to get teens deeply engaged in STEM.
 The four- to five-year program length provides the basis for in-depth learning
and the development of strong, caring relationships that contribute to teens
accomplishing the program impacts.
 Year-round sessions keep teens involved in the program and sustain
communication and relationships. Because underserved teens move frequently
and may change high schools several times, the YES Program provides a
consistent safe environment throughout the year.
 Multi-grade-level participation in STEM Components allows for older teens to
assume leadership roles in project-based learning and act as role models to
younger teens in the development of workplace skills.
 More specific grade-level groupings in College Prep responds to the differing
needs of teens as college and life after high school grow closer.
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Internships allow teens to take on greater levels of responsibility and implement
more fully the workplace and leadership skills they have developed in the
program.

RESULTS

A consistent, yearly structure makes planning and design of learning experiences more
effective and efficient. Materials, technology, space, plans, and procedures can be
developed, implemented, and refined without the constant need for reinvention. This
leaves time for real improvement and innovation. Finally, a clearly structured program
allows teens to understand what they are doing and where they are going over the
course of a five-year experience.
NEW TEENS LAB
THE BIG IDEA

The New Teens Lab, held in the spring of each year, builds a foundation for the rest of
YES Teens’ four- to five-year experience. New Teens is the term used to refer to the
entering cohort of young people who enter the program in the spring of each year.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

In spring of each year, New Teens attend six to eight Saturday sessions. While some
activities may vary, the New Teens Lab generally follows the curriculum presented in the
YES 2012 New Teens Lab Curriculum. Each session, teens arrive to find an agenda of
the day’s activities written on a white board or posted on the door. The agenda follows a
consistent pattern similar to the one they will encounter in the rest of the program:
Agenda
10:00 a.m. –10:15 a.m. Town Hall
10:15 a.m.–10:30 a.m. Journaling
10:15 a.m.–10:45 a.m. Icebreaker
10:45 a.m.–11:15 a.m. 21st Century Skill
11:15 a.m.–12:45 p.m. Break
12:45p.m.–1:45 p.m. Science Activity
1:45 p.m.–2:00 p.m. Reflection, Clean up
A Town Hall meeting begins the day, allowing time for announcements and questions.
Then, with music playing the background to build a reflective atmosphere, teens write in
their journals about what is going on in their lives. (After each session, educators will
read each journal entry and respond.) This is followed by an Icebreaker (games often
involving physical activity), a teen favorite providing ways for teens get to know one
another, engage in a physical activity, and have fun.
The next activity focuses on the development of specific 21st Century Skills. For
example, in one lab teens participate in a communication activity about body language
that builds an understanding that people communicate even when they are not talking.
After a break, a STEM activity is next. In the New Teens Lab, STEM activities build the
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idea that science is fun and to introduce foundational concepts about the science process
as well as several big ideas in chemistry, physics, and biology. The day ends with
reflection, allowing teens to make explicit connections about the ideas and concepts they
have been introduced to through activities.

DELIBERATE DESIGN

As an essential element of the overall program design, the New Teens Lab recognizes
that teens need support to successfully navigate a new learning environment that may
be different from others they have encountered. Teens are introduced to the SLSC as a
workplace and to 21st Century Skills and STEM Concepts. They become familiar as well
with the YES session format.
RESULTS

After participating in the New Teens Lab members of the entering cohort grow and
change in several ways. They:
 Demonstrate an increased comfort level with learning and teaching STEM
concepts.
 Act as YES team members.
 Articulate YES goals, policies, and procedures.
 Articulate broad concepts in science.
Members of the YES staff have carefully identified some of the foundational concepts in
science based on national standards and other resources prescribing the knowledge U.S
citizens and workers need. As part of the New Teens Lab, they become familiar with the
language and phenomena underlying these big ideas of science:
 Science is a human endeavor.
 Science is a process.
 Science involves the study of both living and non-living things.
 Matter exists in various states.
 There are several types of energy.
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES New Teens Lab Curriculum 2012
YES Scientific Process Activity 2012
REFERENCES
Knox, G. (n.d.). 40 Icebreakers for Small Groups. Insight. Accessed on October 12 from
http://insight.typepad.co.uk/40_icebreakers_for_small_groups.pdf.
Partnership for 21st Century Skills. (n.d.). Partnership for 21st Century Skills. Partnership for
21st Century Skills. Accessed pm October 2, 2013, from http://www.p21.org/.
Zubrowski, B. (2002). Ice Cream Making and Cake Baking: Investigating Heat Transfer.
Pitsco/Pitsco LEGO Dacta.
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SUMMERTIME SCIENCE
THE BIG IDEA

Each summer, YES Teens teach STEM concepts to younger children from Community
Partners and Science Center visitors through inquiry-based activities offered onsite in
the Taylor Community Science Resource Center or in the SLSC galleries. They also
develop workplace skills and carry out design- or inquiry-based projects. Prior to 2013,
Summertime Science Components focused on inquiry-based activities in different STEM
areas; these changed from summer to summer. In summer 2013, YES Teens in the new
cohort participated together in Summertime Science, with experienced teens assisting
educators as supervisors.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

In Summertime Science, about 50 teens began their day at 9 a.m. in a classroom of the
Taylor Center, signing into their component and journaling about what was going on in
their lives outside the program. At 9:30, they moved to another classroom to prepare for
the first group of children from a Community Partner organization. At 10 a.m., working
as a group, YES Teens led inquiry-based activities focused on chemistry. At 11 a.m.,
another group arrived, and teens repeated the activity, while the first group of children
participated in activities led by another group of YES teens. After a break for lunch,
teens, educators, and interns gathered to reflect about their experiences, considering
what went well and what could have gone better, and developing strategies to improve
the presentation and adjust the activity and materials.
DELIBERATE DESIGN

The design and activities that are part of Summertime Science serve several important
purposes:
 By teaching, teens engage in meaningful work so that learning new concepts and
skills become relevant.
 Teaching STEM inquiry-based activities to younger children allows some teens to
learn STEM concepts they may have missed in earlier grades and build a firmer
foundation for high school science subjects.
 Designing and facilitating activities for younger children requires teamwork and
develops several 21st Century Skills.
 Summertime Science provides a useful service to Community Partners who bring
younger children to the SLSC as part of their summer programs.
 Teens serve as role models for younger children.
 Older YES Teens mentor younger YES Teens.
 Summertime Science provides summer jobs for teens and allows them to practice
and develop workplace skills.
RESULTS

In Summertime Science, teen learn to follow workplace procedures such as clocking in
and out, wearing uniforms, and taking responsibility for their own work performance.
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New Teens develop skills in communication through presentation and working with
others in teams. By teaching younger children, they gain deeper understanding of STEM
concepts. Interns (referred to as Junior Interns in this Component) develop leadership
skills and practice communication by mentoring younger teens, answering questions,
and solving problems. By designing and refining inquiry-based learning experiences for
younger children or Science Center visitors, teens develop expertise in using scientific
materials and equipment. All YES Teens involved develop meta-cognitive skills by
reflecting on their practice. Supervisors work with teens to take responsibility for the
quality of their own work and learning through the evaluation of teens’ work and
performance in the following areas:
 Science Content
 Flexibility
 Internal/External Customer Service
 Initiative/Motivation
 Punctuality
 Team Player
 Communication
 Professional Appearance
 Dependability
 Quality of Work
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES Teen Evaluation Summer 2013
YES Teen Intern Evaluation Summer 2013
REFERENCES AND RESOURCES
Saint Louis Science Center. (2013). Elementary & Middle School Demo: Density Tower. Mystery
of Matter Outreach: Chemistry Beyond the Classroom. Assessed on October 10, 2013
from http://mysteryofmatteroutreach.org/.
Saint Louis Science Center. (2013). Elementary Demo: Making Slime. Mystery of Matter
Outreach: Chemistry Beyond the Classroom. Accessed on October 10, 2013, from
http://mysteryofmatteroutreach.org/.
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STEM COMPONENTS
THE BIG IDEA

STEM Components focus on one specific area STEM area, allowing teens to pursue their
own interests and engage in meaningful work through teaching and project-based
learning. STEM Components focus on community-based problems relevant to the YES
Teens’ current and future lives. Currently, these specialized components are offered year
round, on Saturdays during the school year, and as part of the YES summer program.
School year components prepare teens for summer work, providing the opportunity for
extended inquiry and project-based learning.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

In summer 2013, about 15 returning teens participated in each of these six STEM
Components:
 Agriscience
 Exhibit Lab
 Design Engineering
 Mystery of Matter
 Astronomy
 Science of Learning
Teens presented inquiry-based learning experiences to Science Center visitors in the
Mystery of Matter and Astronomy Components. In the Agriscience Component, teens
grew plants and studied food systems, and some planned projects to sell fresh produce
to local markets. In the Exhibit Lab, teens designed and prototyped exhibits, testing
their designs with SLSC visitors. The Design Engineer teens collaborated with HOSCO
Foods interns to design and build aquaponic systems. Science of Learning participants
designed learning experiments involving laboratory rats and built mazes to run their
experiments.
DELIBERATE DESIGN

Each STEM Component features the following elements of Deliberate Design:
 Focus on issues relevant to teens’ lives so they can learn in context through
meaningful work
 Use of standard YES Program elements, including Word-of-the Day, Quote-ofthe-Day, Icebreakers, and Journaling.
 21st Century Skills and the 7 Developmental Needs of Teens.
RESULTS

At the end-of-summer event, teens shared their work with parents, other family
members, teens in other components, and YES alumni. Teens in the Engineering Design
Component showed their parents and family members the aquaponic systems they had
designed and built in a competition with another component. Parents also had the
opportunity to see exhibit prototypes for a periscope exhibit designed by teens in the
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Exhibit Lab Component. Agriscience Teens planned the menu and prepared a buffet
spread that, featured healthful foods they had learned to cook, ranging from watermelon
salad to Brussels sprout canapés, and prepared with food they had grown on Science
Corner, a garden area adjacent to the Taylor Center. Family members watched rats run
mazes as teens described the experiments they had designed and the conclusions they
had reached. Family members also participated in samples of the hands-on inquiry
based activities teens had led that summer as part of the Mystery of Matter and
Astronomy Components.
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
2013 YES Summer Component Overview
YES Agriscience Curriculum-Summer 2013
YES Component Descriptions Summer 2012
YES Energy and Biofuels Curriculum-Summer 2012
YES Mystery of Matter Curriculum–Fall 2012

TEEN INTERNSHIPS
THE BIG IDEA

YES Teens participate as interns onsite as part of Summertime Science and STEM
Components as well as testing and developing their skills and knowledge offsite in
summer internships at Community Partner locations around St. Louis.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

In Summertime Science, 10 Junior Interns assisted educators in supervising New Teens
in their first work experience. In this component, Junior Interns worked with New
Teens as they designed and adapted inquiry-based activities form the Mystery of Matter
Curriculum. Using their own experience as a background, they worked with educators to
monitor New Teens’ understanding of the underlying science concepts related to states
of matter and density. As New Teens taught activities to one another, Junior Interns
participated in reflective practice to help them further refine their presentation skills
while handling the materials and equipment required. Junior Interns sometimes worked
with small groups of teens, helping them solve specific task-related and teamwork
issues. After two weeks of design and practice, children from Community Partner
organizations arrived at the Taylor Center of the SLSC to participate in the activities.
Junior Interns monitored groups of teens during sessions as educators rotated among
multiple groups.
Meanwhile, 53 YES Teens participated in internships at Community Partner sites
through the YES in the Community Component. First, teens participated in a Work
Readiness Program designed to summarize the knowledge and skills they had developed
in the YES Program and translate it into the new environments in which they would be
working.
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DELIBERATE DESIGN

Internships provide opportunities for YES Teens to take on work that involves greater
levels of responsibility as they mature and move through the program.

RESULTS

YES staff members and Community Partners reported that teens in internship roles
displayed leadership and professionalism. These are key workplace skills developed in
the program. In the Summertime Science STEM Component, one educator observed the
commitment and skill with which Junior Interns approached their work. He observed
Junior Interns correcting behavior on a one-to-one basis and developing relationships
and teamwork among the groups.
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES in the Community Internships Summer 2013
YES Community Partner Letter of Teen Placement
YES Work Readiness Curriculum April–May 2013
YES Summer Internship Placement Letter–General Teen Copy

COLLEGE PREP
THE BIG IDEA

College Prep learning labs are offered between morning and afternoon Saturday
sessions. Teens are assigned to three grade-level learning labs: Freshman and
sophomores are grouped together and junior and seniors each participate in specialized
sessions.
DESCRIPTION OF USE

College Prep learning labs focus on the specific needs of teens as life after high school
draws nearer. In the Freshman–Sophomore College Prep learning labs, teens participate
in large group experiences and explore interests. During the junior and senior years,
College Prep features more individualized experiences as teens write résumés, identify
colleges, and plan how to fund their college experience. YES staff members developed a
year-by-year checklist for teens to use in preparing for college. Activities and
individualized work with teens by educators in College Prep learning labs support teens
in taking responsibility for their own preparations for college and life after high school.
Freshman Year Checklist
 Review High School College Prep Guidelines
 Enroll in a college preparatory curriculum
 Start thinking about reasons for attending college
 Become familiar with college entrance requirements
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Participate in extracurricular activities
Attend summer camp at a college to experience a college-like atmosphere
Start a bank account
Continue/start saving for college
Meet with your high school counselor and let them get to know you and your
goals, career aspirations, schools you are considering, etc.
Explore careers on the Internet
Study hard and do well in school: From now on your grades will count toward
college and will show up on your permanent record
Learn keyboarding and computer skills
Identify tutors and other resources for class subjects, if needed

Sophomore Year
 Continue to take and plan challenging high school courses
 Continue to meet with your college/career counselor at least once a semester
 Keep exploring careers on the Internet
 Think about what kind of education/training different careers require
 Consider your reasons for going to college and how they relate to your career
interests
 Participate in extracurricular activities
 Take the PLAN Test and take the PSAT Test
 Pick up an ACT Prep book
 Get a part-time job outside of YES Program (if desired and possible)
 Continue/start saving for college
 Get to know who you are as a person and as a learner
Junior Year
Continue to take and plan challenging high school courses
 Update High School College Prep Worksheet
 Meet with your college/career counselor at least once a semester
 Keep exploring careers on the Internet 
 Volunteer for activities and clubs related to career interests
 Participate in extracurricular activities, academic clubs, and volunteer
 Keep your grades up
 Pick up an ACT Prep book and complete a practice test
 Register for the ACT. You should take it by this spring. If not, take it early in your
senior year or in the summer before classes start.
 Read key information about the ACT test and prepare for the test
 Talk with your parents and high school counselor about colleges that interest you
 Attend a college fair
- Collect information from five colleges
 Prepare a list of five to seven questions to ask on campus visits
 Visit one college that interests you
 Create an academic résumé of your high school experience
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Consider putting together a portfolio that highlights your special skills and
talents
Investigate scholarship opportunities
Get a part-time job, apprenticeship, or internship; or job shadow in a profession
that interests you
Create a professional email address for correspondence with colleges
(HotChica@aol.com does NOT look good on applications)

Senior Year
Summer before Senior Year
 Sign up for the ACT (if you didn’t take it as a junior, if you aren’t satisfied with
your score, or if you’ve learned a lot since you took it)
 Review ACT test results and retest if necessary
 Review application requirements for colleges that interest you
- Pick colleges you will apply to. You need to select at least one safety school,
one reach school and one target school.
- Write your college essay to each college you are applying to. Have them
reviewed by a person you trust (i.e., YES Supervisor).
August–December
 Visit with your school counselor to make sure you are on track to graduate and
fulfill college admission requirements
 Keep working hard all year; second semester grades can affect scholarship
eligibility
 Participate in extracurricular activities, academic clubs, and volunteer
 Consider taking an Advanced Placement (AP) class or test
 Ask for personal references from teachers, school counselors, or employers early
in the year or at least two weeks before application deadlines. Follow your
school's procedure for requesting recommendations.
 Visit with admissions counselors who come to your high school
 Attend a college fair. Collect information from five colleges.
 Review worksheet on common college application mistakes
 Apply for admission at the colleges you’ve chosen
 See your school counselor for help finding financial aid and scholarships
 Find out if you qualify for scholarships at each college you have applied to
 Start the financial aid application process; watch for Deadlines
DELIBERATE DESIGN

YES Teens, even those doing well in school coursework, have little individualized
support at home or at school in undertaking many of the tasks required for college
admission. YES educators share their own experiences, and teens work together to
complete move through the steps for college application.
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RESULTS

Evaluators found that YES Teens who remain in the program until their senior year in
high school graduate at a higher rate than their peers in the same area schools, with
96.36% of YES Teens that could be contacted graduating in 2012 and 100% in 2013.
From the graduating class of 2012, 55% of YES Teens planned to attend a four-year
college or university, and 46% in 2013. Still, College Prep appears plays a strong role in
these results. One of the YES educators described the value she saw in working with
high school juniors and seniors in the following way.
I think the most valuable thing is probably just being able to have—I work with
older teens, and so we have those conversations about college and where they’re
going and be sure that they have everything done that they need to have done
and that they’re as prepared as possible. And I really think I was in a position to
encourage them. (August 2012 YES Summer Intern Focus Group)
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
YES College Prep Checklist–2013
YES College Prep 2013–2014 (Youth Development Activities)
YES College Prep FALL 2012 (Academic Activities)
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OUTPUTS AND IMPACTS
OUTPUTS
Program records provide a source of valuable information
about program outputs. Outputs tracked in the YES
Outputs include
Program focus on the number of teens served, learning
the number of
labs offered, and attendance. Information about outputs
people served and
informs several stakeholding groups. For managers,
the number and
examining outputs help them make decisions about the
types of program
types and range of program offerings as well as the
offerings.
decisions about the level and assignment of staff.
Attendance may highlight program issues. For the SLSC
administrators, the level of outputs informs decisions
about budget and funding. For funders and Community
Partners, the level of outputs informs their judgments about whether the program
reaches too many or too few teens to be a valuable investment or to provide important
adequate community benefit.
YES OUTPUTS

In the YES Program, knowing the overall numbers of participating teens by grade level
supports decisions about the number of learning labs that need to be scheduled and how
to distribute staffing to lead these sessions. Teens attend grade-level-specific sessions of
College Prep. In addition, grade levels provide information about the levels of expected
maturity and understanding among teens as a whole and among those assigned to
individual components. Younger teens may need more supervision in work situations.
Table 6 shows the large number of Middle School and freshmen in the YES Program in
2010-2011. Funding provided by the Community STEM Outreach project allowed
program expansion and a large cohort of New Teens entered the program. This required
hiring additional staff members.
Table 6. Grade Levels of YES Teens by Year of Project
Grade Level
Middle School
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Total (N)

2010–2011
62
73
50
59
56
300

2011–2012
36
79
79
45
51
290

2012–2013
31
46
68
72
39
256

The YES Program also tracks teens by cohort—that is, the year they entered the
program. While most teens join the program in the spring of their freshman and
sophomore year, others join later. Figure 13 shows the number of participating teens
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across a three-year time period by cohort. Tracking teens by cohort helps program staff
make decisions about the organization of New Teens Labs and to anticipate the number
of internships that may be appropriate to offer.

Figure 13. Number of Participating YES Teens by Cohort
Table 7 shows of STEM Components by semester, with the number of teens
participating by component. (Participating teens are defined as those who attended
more than one day in that semester. Teens who teen may sign up for a semester and
never attend are not counted as participating in the program that semester.) Note that
component names change from semester to semester. While information in this table
may be helpful in tracking which components were offered during what semester, it
does not help program managers monitor the program goal of offering students
experiences across different STEM disciplines. For many components, it is difficult for
stakeholders such as parents, funders, and institutional administrators to identify the
STEM topics by component name.
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Summer
2013

Summer
2012

Spring
2012

Fall
2011
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Spring
2013

Summertime Science
Exhibit Lab
Main Building
Offsite
Science on the Go
Science of Learning
Total

School Year Component Groups
105
61
21
34
35
24
28
34
23
22
35
28
14
18
10
21
24
3
25
18
38
41
22
8
13
6
8
11
25
18
9
8
Summer Component Groups
96
60
71
67
60
5
10
237
276
177
217
252

Fall
2012

New Teens
Agriscience
Astronomy
Atmospheric Science
Biofuels & Energy
C3 (Climate Change)
Design IT
Health
HOSCO
Learning Places
Neuroscience
Plant Biochemistry
Robotics
SciJourn
Science Corner
Sea Perch
Mystery of Matter

Summer
2011

Spring
2011

Table 7. Components Participation by Semester with Teen Participants

29
35
32
31
32

48
25
23
28
35
31

14
11
10
16
16

159

16
206

60
10
53
15
205

71

To allow stakeholders to assess the distribution of offerings and participation by STEM
areas, the evaluator merged numbers for components into some broader disciplinary
categories. Table 8 shows participation across semester by broader STEM areas.

Spring
2011

Summer
2011

Fall
2011

Spring
2012

Summer
2012

Fall
2012

Spring
2013

Summer
2013

Table 8. STEM Content Offered by Semester with Teen Participants

105
49
75
8
237

21
9
13
233
276

28
105
38
6
177

61
34
73
41
8
217

23
52
8
93
11
65
252

95
32
32
159

48
83
31
44
206

11
30
16
20
128
205

New Teens
Astronomy
Biology/Env Science
Chemistry
Engineering & Design
Journalism
Teaching Science
Total

Youth programs need to monitor attendance. In the YES Program, attendance policy
remains flexible to allow teens to participate in sports and other extracurricular school
activities, as well as to handle family issues. Yet ongoing absences indicate there may be
a problem with either the teen or the program. For the program, comparing attendance
levels over time provides a way to identify issues.
Table 9 provides an overview of YES attendance since the Community STEM Outreach
Project began in Fall 2011. Row 1 shows the number of Learning Lab opportunities
(number of day that sessions were held in each semester). Row 2 shows the total
number of participating teens in each of these semesters, and Row 3 shows the
percentage of attendance for each semester. Attendance percentage was calculated as
the number of sessions attended by teens—i.e., semester cumulative total of
attendance.).

Spring
2011

Summer
2011

Fall
2011

Spring
2012

Summer
2012

Fall
2012

Spring
2013

Summer
2013

Table 9. Attendance: Learning Lab Opportunities and Percent Attendance
(Spring 2010–Summer 2013)

15

36

11

14

32

11

17

19

237

278

177

217

252

159

206

205

Semester

Days
Participating Teens

Percent Attendance 67.9% 82.4% 71.1% 52.6% 83.4% 70.8% 60.4% 78.6%
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REFERENCES
Klein, C., & Tisdal C. (2013). Community STEM Outreach Summative Evaluation. Saint Louis
Science Center, unpublished report.

IMPACTS
For the YES Program, long-term impacts include
college graduation rates, career choices, and
productive working lives among program alumni.
Keeping track of participants over long periods of time
is very difficult. Yet assessing the short-term impacts
of the YES Program during program participation and
as participants exit can provide information about the
effectiveness of the program.

Impacts describe the
short- and long-term
changes in knowledge,
attitudes, and behavior
among members of the
target audience.

Evaluators worked with YES staff members to develop
a set of impacts for the YES Program. We used
categories described Framework for Evaluation Impacts of Informal Science Education
(Friedman, 2008, p. 21). Table 10 shows Informal Science Education (ISE) impact
categories and definitions. These statements include both short-term and long-term
impacts. Using a consistent set of impact categories with definitions supports the
development of impact statements that are useful and understandable across staff and
program changes. Funders and collaborators also will find standardized, clearly
developed impact statements useful. Most importantly, staff members and other
stakeholders can clearly understand what the program aims to accomplish and organize
experiences, activities, and resources to accomplish them.
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Table 10. Impact Categories As They Relate to Public Audiences (Friedman, 2008,
p. 21)
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Table 11. YES Short-term Impacts
Target
Audience

Impact
Category

Participant Objectives

YES Teens

Behavior

Increasing numbers of teens will stay in the program for four years
Increasing numbers of teens will graduate from high school
Increasing numbers of teens will apply to and be accepted by twoand four-year colleges
Increasing numbers of teens will pursue STEM-related degrees or
careers

Attitude

Teens will become comfortable with STEM and see value in STEM
Teens will become comfortable working with scientists

Awareness,
Knowledge or
Understanding

Teens will deepen their understanding of STEM concepts
Teens will gain exposure to many STEM academic and career
pathways
Teens will make connections between YES investigations and
STEM concepts studied in school

SLSC Program
Staff

Behavior

Develop new opportunities for partnership between SLSC staff
and Navy personnel
Become advocates for teens by addressing barriers and biases in
schools and communities
Create a strategic plan and budget for national expansion
Create training materials for staffs at other institutions

Attitude

Develop comfort with STEM content
Develop a culture of reflective practice

Awareness,
Knowledge or
Understanding

Strengthen the STEM focus of programs

Skills

Develop reflective practice skills
Develop the ability to engage youth in STEM inquiry-based
activities and investigations
Develop the ability to train and support others in building similar
programs in their home community

YES Alumni

Behavior

Increase number of teens who graduate from college
Increase number of teens who pursue STEM-related careers

Science Center
Professionals

Skills

Develop skills and strategies necessary to develop STEM
programs built on the SLSC model in their own community
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Table 11 shows the impact statements developed for the YES Program and used to
structure the program evaluation. Equally as important, impacts are useful in making
program decisions. For example, while the high school graduation rates of YES Teens
appear to have been high since the program was established, some staff members
observed teens struggled with college admissions tests, college applications, and finding
funding for college. Now the YES Program includes College Prep learning labs to
address these issues, and college admission rates are tracked by staff members through
a telephone interview with seniors each year.
REFERENCES
Friedman, A. (Ed.). (2008). Framework for Evaluating Impacts of Informal Science Education.
Washington, D.C.: National Science Foundation. Available at
http://insci.org/resources/Eval_Framework.pdf.
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EVALUATION AND RESEARCH
EVALUATION
As part of the Community STEM Outreach Project, Klein Consulting conducted both
formative and summative evaluation studies. Formative evaluation provides
information aimed at program improvement; the audience of these studies generally
consists of program staff members. Formative evaluation findings support decisions
about changes to improve the program. Evaluators conducted formative evaluation
during Years 1 and 2 of the project. Summative evaluation provides information about
the overall value and effectiveness of the program, and supports decisions about
whether the program should continue and to what extent the program as a whole or
elements of the program can be adopted or adapted to other settings.
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
Klein, C., & Tisdal, C. (2012). Community STEM Outreach Second Annual Evaluation Report.
Saint Louis Science Center, unpublished report.
Klein, C., & Tisdal, C. (2013). Community STEM Outreach Summative Evaluation. Saint Louis
Science Center, unpublished Report.
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RESEARCH AGENDA
Programs that use research need to participate in research projects in order to
contribute to the body of knowledge available to support best practices. Participating in
research projects brings new ideas and practices into an OST program and helps share
the research agenda for the knowledge-building fields it draws upon. As part of the
Community STEM Outreach Project, the YES Program developed a Research Agenda
that is available on the Circles of Support.
Klein C. & Tisdal C. (2013). Community STEM Outreach Proposed Research Agenda Report.
Available at http://www.yescirclesofsupport.com/#!research-agenda/c1hxw.
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